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Semiclassical (SC) theory offers a pedagogically rich connection between quan-
tum and classical perspectives of nature, and, furthermore, is a promising ap-
proach to incorporating quantum effects into molecular dynamics simulations.
However, a variety of numerical challenges associated with SC methods, such
as the cumbersome search for special trajectories, or the integration of highly
oscillatory functions (i.e. the SC “sign problem”), generally renders SC the-
ory impractical for all but very simple, low-dimensional systems. In this dis-
sertation we derive a variety of mixed quantum-classical (MQC) representa-
tions of the real-time correlation function within the SC initial value representa-
tion (SC-IVR) using the modified Filinov filtration (MFF) technique. The most
promising of these methods are subsequently tested on a number of low- and
high-dimensional systems. Each of these methods have three significant ad-
vantages. (1) They offer a significant improvement upon the SC-IVR “sign
problem.” (2) They offer mode-specific quantization in a dynamically consis-
tent framework. And (3) they are significantly easier to implement than other
leading SC-IVR methodologies. The extension of these methods to nonadiabatic
systems is made as well. We conclude that, in future studies of a variety of non-
equilibrium molecular systems, particularly those that exhibit strong nuclear
quantum effects such as interference, the novel SC-IVR methods presented here
should prove to be very powerful.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In order to fully understand a great number of important dynamical pro-
cesses on the molecular scale, such as in charge and/or energy transfer events
and renewable energy capture in chemical and biological systems, we often re-
quire a quantum mechanical description of nature [1–12]. This is because, when
considering the motion of light masses on the molecular level, the uncertainty
relations of quantum theory [13] are imperative, and give rise to the wave-like
nature of matter entailing phenomena like tunneling, zero-point energy, and in-
terference, which so seemingly contradict our mundane “classical” experience
of the macroscopic world.
An exact quantum mechanical description of a given problem is, however,
generally impossible to discern for all but the most trivial systems, and the expo-
nential scaling of a given basis set generally restricts accurate numerical meth-
ods to the study of systems with merely a few degrees of freedom (dofs). On
the other hand, classical molecular dynamics [14] (MD) has been very successful
over the past several decades in simulating very large chemical systems (with
as many as 107 dofs, for example), but MD methods strictly rely on the classical
equations of motion, and therefore necessarily fail whenever quantum mechan-
ical effects play an important role in the dynamics.
For example, one very important scenario in which classical MD methods
will surely fail is in the description of the vibrations of a water molecule. At
room temperature the amount of zero-point energy stored in the three vibra-
tional modes of a water molecule is roughly 20 × kBT . Since classical MD
does not include zero-point energy, a classical simulation of a collection of wa-
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ter molecules at room temperature will therefore result in the leakage of vi-
brational zero-point energy into other modes of motion, causing the system to
quickly boil over [15,16]. In certain cases this problem can be avoided, for exam-
ple, by making a rigid-bond approximation in circumstances where the water
molecules serve as a passive solvent, but an accurate description of processes
that involve, say, the formation and breaking of OH bonds will certainly require
a quantum mechanical description of those vibrations [15].
It is the concern of this dissertation to combine the advantages of the two
aforementioned theories into a uniform, dynamically consistent methodology.
That is, we wish to exploit the computational efficiency of doing classical MD
on highly multidimensional systems, but in a way that includes an accurate
description of the quantum effects inherent to many important systems on the
molecular level. The foundation on which we build this methodology is the the-
ory of semiclassical (SC) dynamics, which we briefly review in the proceeding
sections.
1.1 The Semiclassical Approach
SC approximations [17] to quantum theory are older than quantum theory
itself. The general idea is to obtain a description of quantum mechanical effects
with the ease of computing classical trajectories. Within SC theory we main-
tain the quantum mechanical principle of superposition, which allows for an
accurate description of tunneling, zero-point energy, and interference, but the
quantities comprising the superposition are obtained from classical dynamics.
Moreover, SC quantities are rigorously derived in the limit that ~ tends to zero,
or, in other words, the limit that ~ appears small compared to the values of ac-
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tion of the problem at hand. Fortunately, the smallest dofs that are generally
considered in MD simulations, such as a proton or an H2 molecule, typically
have values of action that are orders of magnitude greater than ~, so it is reason-
able to expect the SC approximation to be consistently valid for all intents and
purposes in doing MD.
The review of SC theory in this chapter is hardly exhaustive, and we refer
the reader to the text by Child [17] for a thorough treatise of SC theory, history,
and applications; but our intent in the remainder of this chapter is to touch
upon some of the more influential results of SC theory over the past century in
order to provide context surrounding the new SC methods presented in later
chapters, and to motivate the significant computational advantages these new
methods contain.
1.1.1 A Brief Survey of Early SC Theories
Asymptotic solutions to Schro¨dinger’s [18] time-independent equation,
Hψ (x) = Eψ (x) , (1.1)
emerged from Wentzel [19], Kramers [20], and Brillouin [21] merely within
a year after the publication of Eq. 1.1 and, somewhat remarkably, from Jef-
freys [22] in the year prior. In Eq. 1.1, H = −~
2
2m
d2
dx2 + V (x) is the Hamiltonian
operator, V is the potential energy function, m is the mass, ψ (x) is the wave-
function at position x, i =
√−1 is the imaginary unit, and E is the total energy.
Here we follow Child [17] and begin a brief derivation of the so-called JWKB
3
approximation by first rewriting Eq. 1.1 as[
~2
d2
dx2
+ p2 (x)
]
ψ (x) = 0, (1.2)
with classical momentum
p (x) = {2m [E − V (x)]} 12 . (1.3)
Assuming that changes in p (x) are sufficiently small with respect to changes in
x, a general solution to Eq. 1.2 is
ψ (x) = Ae±
i
~S (x). (1.4)
After expanding S (x) in Eq. 1.4 as a power series in ~,
S (x) = S 0 (x) + ~S 1 (x) + . . . , (1.5)
and using the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation to obtain expressions for
S 0 and S 1 in terms of Eq. 1.3,
S 0 = ±
∫ x
dx′ p
(
x′
)
, (1.6)
S 1 =
i
2
ln
[
p (x)
]
, (1.7)
and after removing higher-order powers of ~ we obtain the general JWKB ap-
proximation in the classically allowed region (i.e. where p2 (x) > 0),
ψJWKB (x)
∣∣∣
p2(x)>0
=
c+
p
1
2 (x)
e+
i
~
∫ x
dx′ p(x′) +
c−
p
1
2 (x)
e−
i
~
∫ x
dx′ p(x′). (1.8)
Furthermore, in the classically forbidden region (i.e. where p2 (x) < 0) we have
the decaying solution
ψJWKB (x)
∣∣∣
p2(x)<0
=
c′+
p
1
2 (x)
e+
1
~
∫ x
dx′ |p(x′)| +
c′−
p
1
2 (x)
e−
1
~
∫ x
dx′ |p(x′)|. (1.9)
In Eq. 1.8 and Eq. 1.9 we see the earliest example of an approximate solution
to the Schro¨dinger equation in terms of quantities computable from classical
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dynamics. A couple of years later, in the effort to further elucidate the cor-
respondence between quantum and classical expressions for probabilities and
averages, Van Vleck [23] generalized the JWKB approach and unearthed the
presence of a universal functional determinant ∆ given by
∆ = det
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∂2S 0∂qk∂α j
∣∣∣∣∣∣ , (1.10)
that appears in quantum mechanical quantities the limit that ~ tends to zero. For
example, Van Vleck proved that, as ~ → 0, the quantum mechanical transition
amplitude 〈q|α〉 to pass from the canonically conjugate set of variables (p, q) to
the new set of canonically conjugate variables (α, β) is given by
〈q|α〉 = A 12 ∆ 12 e i~S 0 , (1.11)
where S 0 is the classical action, ∆ is the determinant in Eq. 1.10, and A is for
normalization [23].
We clearly see from the above results the development of a pedagogically
rich connection between classical and quantum perspectives of nature. In subse-
quent years this picture was further improved upon by significant contributions
from Langer [24], Landau [25], Zener [26], and later by Ford and Wheeler [27],
Berry and Mount [28], Pechukas [29], Marcus [30], Gutzwiller [31,32], and many
others [17].
A particularly enlightening and unifying perspective on quantum-classical
correspondence, however, was offered by Miller [33] in terms of the connection
between unitary transformations in quantum theory, canonical transformations
of classical theory, and the stationary phase approximation (which will be dis-
cussed in detail below). For example, consider the quantum mechanical tran-
sition element from coordinate q to coordinate Q: 〈q|Q〉 = Aeiφ. In the limit of
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stationary phase, i.e. the limit in which ~ tends to zero, Miller proved that the
phase φ and amplitude A of 〈q|Q〉 are given by
φ =
1
~
F1 (q,Q) , (1.12)
A =
[ −1
2pii~
∂2F1 (q,Q)
∂q∂Q
] 1
2
, (1.13)
where F1 (q,Q) is the classical generating function that facilitates the (q, p) →
(Q, P) canonical transformation using the old coordinate q and new coordinate
Q. Similar identities are found by employing different combinations of new and
old variables of the two sets of canonically conjugate variables, each combina-
tion using a different generating function [33, 34].
We can use Miller’s formalism [33] to unify the SC concepts outlined above.
For example, we can derive an SC energy eigenstate 〈q|E〉 with an F2-type
generating function that employs the old coordinate q and new momentum
P = E = p
2
2m + V (q). This generating function satisfies
p (q, P) =
∂F2 (q, P)
∂q
, (1.14)
Q (q, P) =
F2 (q, P)
∂P
. (1.15)
It follows that this F2 generating function is a solution to the classical Hamilton-
Jacobi equation,
F2 (q, P) = ±
∫
dq
{
2m
[
E − V (q)]} 12 , (1.16)
the second derivative of which is
∂2F2 (q, P)
∂q∂P
= ± {2m [E − V (q)]}− 12 . (1.17)
It therefore follows from Eq. 1.16 and Eq. 1.17 and the forms of Eq. 1.12 and
Eq. 1.13 that the SC approximation to the energy eigenstate 〈q|E〉 is equivalent
to the JWKB approximation of Eq. 1.8 [34].
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Miller’s formalism [33] can also be used to derive the Van Vleck formula
for semiclassical time-evolution, i.e. the Van Vleck propagator. The generating
function that facilitates the canonical transformation of a set of coordinates and
momenta at time zero, (q0, p0), to a set of coordinates and momenta at a later
time t, (qt, pt), by employing the old coordinate q0 and new coordinate qt, is an
F1-type generator. It is known from classical mechanics, however, that the gen-
erating function of this canonical transformation is, in fact, the classical action.
The SC transition amplitude from q0 to qt is therefore given by
〈qt|q0 (t)〉 =
[ −1
2pii~
∂2S (qt, q0, t)
∂q0∂qt
] 1
2
e
i
~S (qt ,q0,t), (1.18)
which is equivalent to the Van Vleck formula of Eq. 1.11 with the two appropri-
ate sets of canonically conjugate variables [34].
1.1.2 From the Feynman Path Integral to the SC-IVR
While they very clearly highlight the correspondence between classical and
quantum perspectives of nature, the SC theories presented up to this point have
little practical benefit; the application of the JWKB approximation, the Van Vleck
formula, Miller’s SC matrix elements, and other early SC theories to an arbi-
trarily large complex chemical system is generally not a computationally fea-
sible endeavor. In this section we begin with a completely different approach
to deriving SC quantities (specifically the SC real time propagator), one that
begins with the Feynman path integral and smoothly transitions (as the author
believes) into the more computationally tractable theories of Heller [35,36], Her-
man and Kluk [37], Miller [38], and, subsequently, the new methods introduced
in this dissertation.
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Feynman [39] as well as Feynman and Hibbs [40] showed that the quantum
mechanical propagator,
K (qt,q0; t) = 〈qt|e− i~ Hˆt|q0〉 , (1.19)
i.e. the probability amplitude to evolve from position |q0〉 to position |qt〉 under
the influence of Hamiltonian Hˆ in time t, is exactly represented by a continuous
sum over a pure phase associated with each of the infinite number of paths
connecting |q0〉 and |qt〉 in time t (see Fig. 1.1):
K (qt,q0; t) =
∫ qt
q0
D [q (t)] e i~S [q(t)]. (1.20)
In Eq. 1.20, S
[
q (t)
]
is the action functional associated with path q (t), D [q (t)] is
the path differential, and the limits of integration specify that each path orig-
inates at position q0 at time zero and ends at position qt at time t. The con-
sequences of the path integral formulation of quantum theory are far reach-
ing, having a profound influence on the development of quantum statistical
mechanics, quantum field theory, and a variety of approximations to quantum
time-evolution [40], but here we are interested in the behavior of Eq. 1.20 in the
semiclassical limit. That is, we proceed by evaluating Eq. 1.20 in the asymptotic
limit where ~→ 0.
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q0
qt
trajectory
path
Figure 1.1: The Feynman real time path integral is a continuous sum of
phase factors associated with the infinite set of paths (black
curves), including classical trajectories (red curves, if they ex-
ist), connecting coordinates q0 and qt in time t.
Given that Eq. 1.20 contains an integral over a phase factor that oscillates
very quickly as ~ appears small compared to the action functional, it is reason-
able to assume that the largest contributions to the path integral will come from
the paths that exist in the vicinity of paths that make the action stationary, and
that the contributions from all other paths will cancel each other out on average.
Mathematically, this approximation is known as the stationary phase approxi-
mation, and here we derive it. Consider an arbitrary oscillatory integral I,
I =
∫
dx g (x) e
i
~φ(x). (1.21)
The procedure is to expand the phase φ (x) around the set of its stationary points{
x j
}
up to second order,
I ≈
∑
j
∫
dx g
(
x j
)
e
i
~
[
φ(x j)+ 12! (x−x j)
TH j (x−x j)
]
, (1.22)
and evaluate the remaining integral analytically to obtain the stationary phase
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approximation to the integral I:
IS PA =
∑
j
(2pii~)
N
2
det
[
H j
] 1
2
g
(
x j
)
e
i
~φ(x j). (1.23)
The sum is over each of the stationary points of the phase φ (x), and elements of
the Hessian at each stationary point are given by
(
H j
)
mn
=
∂2φ (x)
∂xm∂xn
∣∣∣∣∣
x=x j
. (1.24)
Note that IS PA is an exact representation of I in the semiclassical limit,
lim
~→0
I = IS PA, (1.25)
which, as stated before, is not a drastic approximation in typical MD simula-
tions.
To evaluate the Feynman path integral of Eq. 1.20 under the stationary phase
approximation, therefore, we expand the action S
[
q (t)
]
in Eq. 1.20 around the
set of paths that make the action stationary {qc (t)}. It is known from Hamil-
ton [41] that these paths are, in fact, the solutions to the classical equations of
motion, i.e. classical trajectories:
δS
[
qc (t)
]
= 0. (1.26)
We therefore expand to second-order the action on the right-hand side Eq. 1.20
around the classical trajectories that evolve from position q0 to position qt under
the influence of Hamiltonian H in time t, and evaluate the remaining integral
analytically to yield the Van Vleck propagator [23, 32, 42, 43],
KSC (qt,q0; t) =
∑
traj.
det
[
2pii~Mqp
]− 12 e i~S [qt]. (1.27)
Note that it is more computationally convenient to represent the Hessian of the
action in terms of elements of the so-called monodromy matrix M: Mαβ = ∂αt∂β0
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and (α,β) ∈ (p,q). That is, we have used the following identity in Eq. 1.27,
Mqp =
[ −∂2S
∂q0∂qt
]−1
. (1.28)
In Eq. 1.27 we have also dropped the subscript c from the trajectory, since it
is assumed that the sum is strictly over contributions from classical trajectories.
The picture associated with Eq. 1.27 [see Fig. 1.2] has changed from a continuous
sum over all paths connecting q0 and qt to a discrete sum over the trajectories
that connect q0 and qt; and each trajectory is weighted by a complex prefactor
that captures quadratic fluctuations surrounding it.
q0
qt
~→ 0
Figure 1.2: Within the stationary phase approximation to the Feynman
path integral, the continuous sum over all paths connecting q0
and qt in time t reduces to a discrete sum over classical trajecto-
ries (red curves). A complex prefactor accounts for small fluc-
tuations (black curves) around the classical trajectories. This
approximation is exact in the limit that ~→ 0.
For purposes that will arise later when considering the time-correlation func-
tion, we proceed by recasting Eq. 1.27 as an SC representation to the time-
evolution operator e−
i
~ Hˆt, rather than the propagator. Using two resolutions of
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the identity we have
e−
i
~ Hˆt =
∫
dq0
∫
dqt |qt〉 〈qt|e− i~ Hˆt|q0〉 〈q0| . (1.29)
After inserting Eq. 1.27 into Eq. 1.29 we obtain the SC approximation to e−
i
~ Hˆt,
e−
i
~ Hˆt ≈ 1
(2pii~)N
∑
traj.
∫
dq0
∫
dqt det
[
Mqp
]− 12 e i~S [q(t)] |qt〉 〈q0| , (1.30)
where N is the full dimensionality of the system. There are two significant com-
putational challenges associated with employing Eq. 1.30 on a general chemical
system. First of all, we are required to conduct a numerical search for all tra-
jectories satisfying the double-ended boundary condition, which is particularly
inefficient for highly multidimensional systems. Secondly, the prefactor on the
right-hand side of Eq. 1.30 can approach infinity at the focal points of an ensem-
ble of trajectories. For example, consider the two trajectories of the 1D harmonic
oscillator in Fig. 1.3(a). Each trajectory passes through a focal point at q(t = pi),
at which time the inverse of Mqp diverges to infinity.
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Figure 1.3: Two trajectories of the 1D harmonic oscillator with spring con-
stant k = 1 and initial coordinate q(0) = 0. The initial momenta
are p(0) = 2 (black), p(0) = −4 (dashed). We also plot the (a) in-
verse of Mqp(t) (red) associated with the first trajectory as well
as Mqp(t) (red) in panel (b).
Both of these problems can be remedied by employing the so-called “IVR
trick” [38, 44] in Eq. 1.30, where the integral over final positions is converted to
an integral over initial momenta:
∑
traj.
∫
dqt ≡
∫
dp0 det
[
Mqp
]
. (1.31)
Using Eq. 1.31 on Eq. 1.30 then gives the Van Vleck initial value representation
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[38, 44] (IVR) for the SC time-evolution operator,
e−
i
~ Hˆt ≈ 1
(2pii~)N
∫
dq0
∫
dp0 det
[
Mqp
] 1
2 e
i
~ S [q(t)] |qt〉 〈q0| . (1.32)
In employing the “IVR trick” to obtain Eq. 1.32 we have converted the double-
ended boundary condition into an average over initial conditions in phase
space, which conveniently grants us the ability to implement Monte Carlo (MC)
methods to sample unique trajectories rather than conduct an inefficient root-
search for special trajectories. We have also shifted the determinant into the
numerator, thus avoiding the numerical trouble of coping with infinities [see
Fig. 1.3(b)].
While the Van Vleck IVR has been used successfully, such as in the SC
calculation of scattering amplitudes [44] and chemical reaction rates [45], a
much more computationally efficient, and theoretically equivalent, methodol-
ogy was introduced by Herman and Kluk [37, 46–49]. With the Herman-Kluk
IVR (HK-IVR) a basis of coherent states [50] is employed to represent the SC
time-evolution operator. Coherent states are intermediate between position and
momentum states. They satisfy minimum uncertainty, and they generally offer
a natural means of MC sampling each initial phase space variable. The HK-IVR
approximation to the time-evolution operator is given by
e−iHˆt ≈ 1
(2pi)N
∫
dz0 Ct
(
z0, zt;γ0,γt
)
eiS t(z0) |zt〉 〈z0| . (1.33)
Note that in Eq. 1.33, and throughout the remainder of this dissertation, we take
~ = 1 and use S t
(
z0
)
to represent the classical action of a trajectory originating at
phase space point z0 = (q0,p0). We also use zt to represent the phase space point
of a trajectory at time t, zt = (qt,pt). Depending upon the methodology being
considered, and for convenience, we will switch between z and (q,p) notation
throughout the manuscript. The complex prefactor Ct
(
z0, zt;γ0,γt
)
appearing in
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Eq. 1.33 is given by
Ct
(
z0, zt;γ0,γt
)
= det
[
1
2
(
γ
1
2
t Mqqγ
− 12
0 + γ
− 12
t Mppγ
1
2
0 + iγ
− 12
t Mpqγ
− 12
0 − iγ
1
2
t Mqpγ
1
2
0
)] 12
,
(1.34)
and the elements of the diagonal matrices γ0 and γt determine the spread of the
coherent states |z0〉 and |zt〉 in position and momentum space at time zero and
time t, respectively. The position-space wavefunction of the coherent state is
given by
〈x˜|z〉 =
(
det
[
γ
]
piN
) 1
4
e−
1
2 (x˜−q)Tγ(x˜−q)+ipT(x˜−q), (1.35)
and the momentum-space wavefunction of the coherent state is given by
〈p˜|z〉 =
(
1
det
[
γ
]
piN
) 1
4
e−
1
2 (p˜−p)Tγ−1(p˜−p)−ip˜Tq. (1.36)
HK-IVR (and variations thereof) have been extensively studied and proven to
be very successful at describing quantum effects in both adiabatic and nonadia-
batic systems [38,46,49,51–83], and it will serve as the starting point for the new
methodologies presented later in this dissertation.
1.1.3 SC Correlation Functions
The quantities of interest when studying molecular systems (such as mechan-
ical properties, chemical reaction rates, and various forms of spectra) can often
be expressed in terms of a time-correlation function. The quantum mechanical
form of the time-correlation function is given by
CQMAB (t) = Tr
[
AˆeiHˆtBˆe−iHˆt
]
, (1.37)
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with general operators Aˆ and Bˆ, and Tr [Ξ] is the trace of matrix Ξ. An SC
form of Eq. 1.37 is obtained by inserting an SC-IVR of choice in place of the
time-evolution operators. For example, this dissertation is concerned with the
so-called double Herman-Kluk time-correlation function (DHK-IVR), which is
obtained by inserting Eq. 1.33 and its complex conjugate into Eq. 1.37:
CDHKAB (t) =
1
(2pi)2N
∫
dz0
∫
dz′t Az0z′0Bz′tzte
i[S t(z0)+S −t(z′t)]Ct
(
z0, zt;γ0,γt
)
C−t
(
z′t , z
′
0;γt,γ0
)
.
(1.38)
In Eq. 1.38 we have used the following notation to represent the coherent state
matrix element of a given operator Ωˆ,
Ωzz′ ≡ 〈z|Ωˆ|z′〉 , (1.39)
and the primed phase space variables correspond to a trajectory originating
at z′t , which evolves backwards in time t to point z′0. Though Eq. 1.38 and
its variations have been successfully used on a number of interesting systems
[56,58,60,63,65,72,75], the oscillatory nature of the integrand generally restricts
its application to systems with only a few dofs. In order to contrive an efficient
SC-IVR method that is applicable to highly multidimensional systems, and that
contains a true description of all quantum mechanical effects, we therefore need
additional approximations.
1.1.4 Leading Approaches to the “Sign Problem”
Of the leading approaches to improve upon the “sign problem” of HK-IVR-
based methods, one of which is the method of time averaging [68, 69] (TA). The
TA procedure does not employ additional approximations, but rather relies on
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the following feature of a phase space average. That is, given a phase space
average I,
I =
∫
dp0
∫
dq0 A (p0,q0) , (1.40)
the TA version of I is given by
ITA =
∫
dp0
∫
dq0
1
T
∫ T
0
dt A (pt,qt) . (1.41)
Simply by invoking Liouville’s theorem it is easy to show that the TA version of
I is, in fact, equal to the original phase space average,
ITA = I. (1.42)
While the TA version of the integral does require additional effort (an extra 1D
integral over time), the amount of effort is reasonably small, and easily carried
out in the process of computing individual trajectories [15]. The advantage of
using the TA version is that it can smooth out the oscillatory structure of the
integrand and, consequently, greatly reduce the number of trajectories required
to achieve convergence. This approach has shown great promise in computing
the vibrational energy levels of small molecules [68, 69] and in highly multidi-
mensional system-bath models [79, 80, 84].
Another promising approach to alleviating the “sign problem” in HK-IVR-
based methods is the forward-backward (FB-IVR) approach [58,63,85–87]. This
method involves partially combining the two time-evolution operators of the
time-correlation function into a single SC propagator; a stationary phase ap-
proximation is invoked at each time t, effectively linking the two forward and
backward trajectories into a single FB trajectory [15]. Unlike the TA approach,
FB-IVR and its variations involve additional approximations on top of the origi-
nal SC approximation, but, like the TA approach, the advantage is that far fewer
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trajectories are required for convergence, and, moreover, convergence of highly
multidimensional systems is possible.
The final leading approach to alleviating the SC-IVR “sign problem”, and the
prevalent theme of this dissertation, is the method of modified Filinov filtration
(MFF), which is outlined in detail in the following section.
1.1.5 Modified Filinov Filtration
The method originates with Filinov [88] and the effort to evaluate integrals
of complex-valued functions, specifically the Feynman path integral, with MC
sampling. Makri and Miller [89] later generalized the procedure and showed
that the stationary phase approximation is recovered as an extreme limit of the
transformation. Here we follow their derivation. Begin by considering the inte-
gral of a pure phase,
I =
∫
dx eiφ(x), (1.43)
where the phase function φ (x) is, in general, complex. Given that the integrand
in Eq. 1.43 is oscillatory, one can assume that the largest contributions to the
integral come from regions of x in the vicinity of the stationary points of φ (x).
The goal is to therefore insert a Gaussian filter centered about those regions of
stationary phase and effectively damp the oscillatory regions elsewhere. Begin
by multiplying Eq. 1.43 by unity in the form of a Gaussian integral,
1 =
(
Γ
2pi
) 1
2
∫
dx¯ e−
1
2 Γ(x¯−x)2 , (1.44)
to obtain
I =
(
Γ
2pi
) 1
2
∫
dx
∫
dx¯ eiφ(x)e−
1
2 Γ(x−x¯)2 . (1.45)
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The constant Γ > 0 determines the width of the Gaussian. Now expand the
phase function φ (x) to second order around the center of the Gaussian,
φ (x) ≈ φ (x¯) + φ′ (x¯) (x − x¯) + 1
2
φ′′ (x¯) (x − x¯)2 . (1.46)
Next, insert Eq. 1.46 into Eq. 1.45,
I ≈
(
Γ
2pi
) 1
2
∫
dx¯ eiφ(x¯)
∫
dx e−
1
2 [Γ−iφ′′(x¯)](x−x¯)2eiφ
′(x¯)(x−x¯), (1.47)
and the integral over x can now be evaluated analytically to obtain an approxi-
mation to I,
I ≈
∫
dx¯
(
Γ
Γ − iφ′′ (x¯)
) 1
2
eiφ(x¯)e−
φ′(x¯)2
2[Γ−iφ′′(x¯)] . (1.48)
Makri and Miller [89] noted that Eq. 1.48 holds even if Γ is complex. One can
therefore choose
Γ = iφ′′ (x¯) +
1
c
, (1.49)
with constant c ≥ 0. Substituting Eq. 1.49 into Eq. 1.48 gives an approximation
to the integral I that is parametrized by c,
I ≈Ic
=
∫
dx¯
[
1 + icφ′′ (x¯)
] 1
2 eiφ(x¯)e−
c
2φ
′(x¯)2 . (1.50)
The integrand in Eq. 1.50 is recognized as the same integrand in Eq. 1.43 but
multiplied by a damping factor F (x; c):
Ic =
∫
dxF (x; c) eiφ(x) (1.51)
F (x; c) =
[
1 + icφ′′ (x)
] 1
2 e−
c
2φ
′(x)2 . (1.52)
Eq. 1.51 and Eq. 1.52 define the first result of this section; Ic is the MFF transform
of the integral I. The generalization of Eq. 1.52 to multiple dofs is straightfor-
ward:
F (x; c) = det [I + icH] 12 e− 12∇φTc∇φ, (1.53)
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with elements of the Hessian given by Hi j = ∂2φ(x)∂xi∂x j , I is the identity matrix, c is a
diagonal matrix of c parameters, and∇φ is the gradient of φ with respect to x.
Note the limiting behavior of the approximate integral Ic in terms of the so-
called tuning parameter c. In the limit that c tends to zero, Eq. 1.52 approaches
unity and Ic approaches I exactly:
lim
c→0
Ic = I. (1.54)
On the other hand, as c tends to infinity, the Gaussian filter surrounding the
regions of stationary phase becomes infinitely narrow. Using the following rep-
resentation of a δ-function,
lim
a→∞
( a
2pi
) 1
2
e−
a
2 x
2
= δ (x) , (1.55)
the damping factor can be evaluated analytically in this limit:
lim
c→∞ F(x; c) =
[
2piiφ′′ (x)
] 1
2 δ
[
φ′ (x)
]
. (1.56)
The approximate integral Ic is then given by
lim
c→∞ Ic =
(2pii)
1
2
∫
dx φ′′ (x)
1
2 δ
[
φ′ (x)
]
eiφ(x). (1.57)
Given that the composition of a δ-function δ (x) with another function g (x) can
be written as a weighted sum of δ-functions at each stationary point of g (x),
δ
[
g (x)
]
=
∑
j
δ
(
x − x j
)∣∣∣∣g′ (x j)∣∣∣∣ , (1.58)
Eq. 1.57 reduces to
lim
c→∞ Ic =
∑
j
(2pii)
1
2
∫
dx
δ
(
x − x j
)
φ′′ (x)
1
2
eiφ(x)
=
∑
j
 2pii
φ′′
(
x j
)
1
2
eiφ(x j), (1.59)
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which is precisely the stationary phase approximation to the original integral I,
lim
c→∞ Ic = IS PA. (1.60)
The multidimensional generalization of Eq. 1.59 is straightforward:
lim
c→∞ Ic =
∑
j
det
[
1
2pii
H j
] 1
2
eiφ(x j)
=IS PA, (1.61)
with elements of the Hessian given by
(
H j
)
mn
=
∂2φ(x)
∂xm∂xn
∣∣∣∣∣
x=x j
.We therefore conclude
that the tuning parameters of MFF serve as a handle that smoothly interpolates
the value of an oscillatory integral between itself and its stationary phase ap-
proximation.
Though originally designed to approximate the real time path integral, MFF
and variations thereof are applicable to any integral of a complex function, and
have proven very useful in approximating SC time-evolution for the compu-
tation of tunneling properties [55] as well as absorption and photodissociation
spectra in both adiabatic [55, 90–92] and nonadiabatic [61, 93] molecular sys-
tems. But MFF can be a powerful theoretical tool as well as a practical tool.
For example, Miller [48] has shown that HK-IVR can be derived by using MFF
on the Van Vleck-IVR, lending to the previously held notion that HK-IVR is a
smooth interpolation between two other theoretically equivalent SC-IVRs: the
Van Vleck-IVR and its conjugate in momentum-space.
1.2 Other Methods
Though the central theme of this work is to highlight the powerful advantages
of using MFF on DHK-IVR, some of the many other promising approaches to
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incorporating quantum effects into MD simulations are worth noting, particu-
larly those that are more efficient when considering specific kinds of systems.
For example, path integral-based methods such as ring polymer MD [94–97] and
centroid MD [98,99] can accurately describe quantum effects like tunneling and
zero-point energy in complex chemical systems, and are particularly powerful
in computing chemical rates in the condensed phase. These methods, however,
lack phase information, and necessarily fail whenever interference plays an im-
portant role in the dynamics.
There is also the extensively used linearized [100–103] (LSC-IVR) represen-
tation of the SC-IVR time-correlation function,
CLSCAB (t) =
1
(2pi)N
∫
dz0 AW(z0)BW(zt) : (1.62)
a phase space average over the Wigner distributions of each operator,
ΩW
(
z0
)
=
∫
dq¯ e−2ip
Tq¯ 〈q + q¯|Ωˆ|q − q¯〉 . (1.63)
LSC-IVR is, however, a classical limit of SC-IVR theory, and only accurate on
short time scales. It also suffers from zero-point energy leakage [16, 83], does
not preserve detailed balance, and fails to describe long-time coherence effects
[38, 64, 75].
Finally, it is worth noting that there are other promising SC methods such
as linearization of the density matrix [104], symmetrical windowing [105], and
SC quantization [106] for the calculation of electronic coherence and/or 1D and
2D vibrational and vibronic spectra. Still, however, there is need of practical
methods that include a true description of nuclear coherence in real time for
longer than ultra-fast timescales. These methods can potentially be used on
a wide range of interesting systems such as the generation of hot-electrons at
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metal surfaces [8, 107], intramolecular vibrational relaxation [108], and other
electronically and vibronically nonadiabatic systems [2, 4, 5, 109].
1.3 Thesis and Outline
The main objective of this dissertation is to show that the use of MFF on
DHK-IVR is an incredibly powerful theoretical and practical tool for simulating
complex chemical systems in real time–specifically systems that exhibit strong
nuclear quantum effects such as interference. With the MFF procedure as de-
scribed above we derive a variety of mixed quantum-classical (MQC) represen-
tations of the DHK-IVR time-correlation function that offer a number of signif-
icant advantages over existing methods. Some of the overarching advantages
are as follows.
The methods presented here significantly improve upon the SC-IVR “sign prob-
lem.” As will be shown, even small amounts of phase filtration with MFF can
reduce the number of trajectories required for convergence by orders of magni-
tude, and without a significant loss of accuracy. Whereas with DHK-IVR one is
restricted to simulating systems with only a few dofs, some of the methods pre-
sented here are capable of accurately handling systems with, at least, dozens of
dofs (and potentially more) with reasonable computational effort. The validity
of that statement is, of course, dependent upon a number of conditions, most
of which are system-dependent. But, generally, as we shall see, the statement
is increasingly valid when the classical subsystem is larger than the quantum
subsystem, when the coupling between classical and quantum subsystems is
weaker, and, since SC-IVR methods are exact for harmonic motion, when the
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system is weakly anharmonic.
Each of these MQC methods offer mode-specific quantization in a dynami-
cally consistent framework. Whereas in other standard multiphysics approaches
where one must make uncontrolled approximations to contain the inconsisten-
cies that arise from simulating coupled quantum and classical dofs [110], the
SC-IVR methods presented here rely only on classical trajectories, and so each
dof evolves in a uniform dynamical framework.
Furthermore, as is true with similar SC-IVR methods, our MQC methods
are applicable to nonadiabatic systems. With the Meyer-Miller-Stock-Thoss (MM-
ST) Hamiltonian [53, 111, 112] for vibronic systems, both nuclear and electronic
dofs can be evolved classically in terms of continuous variables; with each dof
therefore treated on an equal dynamical footing, the SC-IVR methods presented
here are readily extended to nonadiabatic systems.
Finally, we note that the new methods presented here are significantly more
efficient to implement than existing SC-IVR time-correlation functions. Within the
leading approximations that ease the convergence of DHK-IVR, specifically the
FB methods, is an unfavorable scaling with respect to the effort needed to evolve
FB trajectories. The methods presented here overcome this scaling and therefore
allow for a drastic reduction in computational expense.
In the remainder of this dissertation, we begin by reviewing an existing FB
MQC approach to computing the DHK-IVR time-correlation function (FB MQC-
IVR), and then we proceed to build and improve upon FB MQC-IVR in the all-
encompassing effort of this dissertation to push the applicability of SC theory to
large, complex chemical systems. Chapter 2 is devoted to a review of FB MQC-
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IVR as well as the introduction of two vastly more efficient implementations of
the same methodology. In Chapter 3 we challenge an existing perspective of
the MFF procedure in the effort to validate MFF as a powerful practical tool to
alleviate the SC-IVR “sign problem.” In Chapter 4 we further improve upon the
methodologies of Chapter 2 by deriving a representation of DHK-IVR in an ana-
lytical MQC limit. In Chapter 5 we review the MM-ST Hamiltonian for vibronic
systems, we outline an exactly symplectic algorithm for evolving classical tra-
jectories and the associated monodromy matrix under the MM-ST Hamiltonian,
and we extend one of the methods of Chapter 2 to model nonadiabatic systems.
In Chapter 6 we outline the SC Corr-Code Package, a FORTRAN-based program
developed in-house for the computation of SC-IVR time-correlation functions
under a variety of approximations. Finally, in Chapter 7 we comment upon
some ongoing projects and draw our major conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
VARIATIONS OF THE MIXED QUANTUM-CLASSICAL IVR
2.1 The Forward-Backward Implementation
The idea of using MFF as means to tune individual dofs of the SC-IVR time-
correlation function between two levels of SC-IVR theory can be traced back to
the generalized FB-IVR (GFB-IVR) of Thoss et al. [65] As the tuning parameters
of GFB-IVR tend to zero, the effect of MFF is removed and DHK-IVR is recov-
ered. And as the tuning parameters approach infinity, GFB-IVR is equivalent
to FB-IVR. With an anharmonic system-bath model it was shown that GFB-IVR
does not significantly change when bath modes were treated further from the
DHK-IVR limit than the system mode, suggesting that phase contributions from
individual dofs can be modified independently to facilitate faster convergence
and preserve accuracy [65].
This idea was later modified by Ananth [113] and Antipov et al. [78] so that
the stationary phase limit of MFF yields a classical limit time-correlation func-
tion similar to LSC-IVR–one in which the forward and backward trajectories
are identical and, therefore, phase information is completely canceled. This
methodology should be more efficient to implement than GFB-IVR since its sta-
tionary phase limit contains less phase information than the stationary phase
limit of GFB-IVR. Here we review a general derivation of Ananth and Antipov’s
method which, as mentioned in the previous chapter, we refer to as FB MQC-
IVR.
The goal is to define a phase function φ to use in the MFF damping factor
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such that the zero and infinite limits of the tuning parameters give DHK-IVR
and its linearized counterpart, which we refer to as Husimi-IVR, respectively.
By neglecting the contributions from either of the two operators and from the
HK-IVR prefactors, we define the phase function φ of Eq. 1.38 to be
φ =S t (p0,q0) + S −t
(
p′t ,q
′
t
)
+
i
4
(
p0 − p′0
)T γ−10 (p0 − p′0) + i4 (q0 − q′0)T γ0 (q0 − q′0)
+
1
2
(
p0 + p′0
)T (q0 − q′0) + i4 (p′t − pt)T γ−1t (p′t − pt) + i4 (q′t − qt)T γt (q′t − qt)
+
1
2
(
p′t + pt
)T (q′t − qt) . (2.1)
The derivatives of Eq. 2.1 with respect to the variables of integration in Eq. 1.38
are given by
∂φ
∂q′t
= − 1
2
(
M(b)Tpq − iM(b)Tqq γ0
)
∆q0 +
1
2
(
M(b)Tqq + iM
(b)T
pq γ
−1
0
)
∆p0 +
i
2
γt∆qt −
1
2
∆pt , (2.2)
∂φ
∂p′t
= − 1
2
(
M(b)Tpp − iM(b)Tqp γ0
)
∆q0 +
1
2
(
M(b)Tqp + iM
(b)T
pp γ
−1
0
)
∆p0 +
1
2
∆qt +
i
2
γ−1t ∆pt , (2.3)
∂φ
∂q0
= − i
2
γ0∆q0 +
1
2
∆p0 +
1
2
(
M( f )Tpq − iM( f )Tqq γt
)
∆qt −
1
2
(
M( f )Tqq + iM
( f )T
pq γ
−1
t
)
∆pt , (2.4)
∂φ
∂p0
= − 1
2
∆q0 −
i
2
γ−10 ∆p0 +
1
2
(
M( f )Tpp − iM( f )Tqp γt
)
∆qt −
1
2
(
M( f )Tqp + iM
( f )T
pp γ
−1
t
)
∆pt , (2.5)
with difference variables∆x = x′ − x. The superscript labels ( f ) and (b) on each
of the monodromy matrix elements assigns that matrix element to the forward
or backward trajectory, respectively. Also in Eq. 2.2-Eq. 2.5, we used Hamilton’s
equations of motion, the definition of the classical action, and integration by
parts to evaluate the derivatives of S t (p0,q0) and S −t
(
p′t ,q′t
)
. That is, for the
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forward trajectory we have
∂
∂λ0
S t (p0,q0) =
∂
∂λ0
∫ t
0
dτpTq˙ − H,
=
∫ t
0
dτ
∂pT
∂λ0
q˙ + pT
∂q˙
∂λ0
+ p˙T
∂q
∂λ0
− q˙T ∂p
∂λ0
=pT
∂q
∂λ0
∣∣∣∣∣t
0
=

M( f )Tqλ pt − p0 λ = q
M( f )Tqλ pt λ = p.
(2.6)
Similarly, for the backward trajectory we have
∂
∂λ′t
S −t
(
p′t ,q
′
t
)
=
∂
∂λ′t
∫ 0
t
dτp′Tq˙′ − H,
=

M(b)Tq′λ p
′
0 − p′t λ = q′
M(b)Tq′λ p
′
0 λ = p
′.
(2.7)
Now we factor the gradient of φ into a matrix-vector product ∇φ = Ky with
K =
W XY Z
 , (2.8)
and 2N × 2N matrices
W =
−
1
2
(
M(b)Tpq − iM(b)Tqq γ0
)
1
2
(
M(b)Tqq + iM(b)Tpq γ−10
)
−12
(
M(b)Tpp − iM(b)Tqp γ0
)
1
2
(
M(b)Tqp + iM(b)Tpp γ−10
)
 , (2.9)
X =

i
2γt −12 I
1
2 I
i
2γ
−1
t
 , (2.10)
Y =
−
i
2γ0
1
2 I
−12 I − i2γ−10
 , (2.11)
Z =

1
2
(
M( f )Tpq − iM( f )Tqq γt
)
−12
(
M( f )Tqq + iM
( f )T
pq γ
−1
t
)
1
2
(
M( f )Tpp − iM( f )Tqp γt
)
−12
(
M( f )Tqp + iM
( f )T
pp γ
−1
t
)
 , (2.12)
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and displacement vector
y =

∆q0
∆p0
∆qt
∆pt

. (2.13)
To simplify the Hessian of φ we make the following approximation
∂2φ
∂x2
≈K∂y
∂x
=KJ
=K
M
(b) −I
I −M( f )
 , (2.14)
where M( f ) and M(b) are the full 2N × 2N monodromy matrices for the forward
and backward trajectories, respectively. In Eq. 2.14 the assumption is that the
elements of K vary slowly with respect to the variables of integration. This is
a common approximation in SC phase filtration techniques [65, 114–116]. The
expression for the MFF damping factor can now be written as
F =
det
[
KT + ic˜TJ
] 1
2
det
[
KT
] 1
2
e−
1
2y
Tc˜y, (2.15)
with c˜ = KTcK. By choosing matrix c such that
c˜ =

O O O O
O O O O
O O cq O
O O O cp

, (2.16)
where both cp and cq are N×N, diagonal, and positive semidefinite, the damping
factor is now given by
F =
det
[
KT + ic˜TJ
] 1
2
det
[
KT
] 1
2
e−
1
2∆
T
qt cq∆qt e−
1
2∆
T
pt cp∆pt . (2.17)
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Inserting Eq. 2.17 into DHK-IVR gives the FB MQC-IVR expression for the time-
correlation function:
CFBAB (t) =
1
(2pi)2N
∫
dp0
∫
dq0
∫
dp′t
∫
dq′t 〈p0q0|Aˆ|p′0q′0〉 〈p′tq′t |Bˆ|ptqt〉
× ei[S t(p0,q0)+S −t(p′t ,q′t)]DFBt
(
p0,q0,p′t ,q′t ;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
e−
1
2∆
T
qt cq∆qt e−
1
2∆
T
pt cp∆pt , (2.18)
with
DFBt
(
p0,q0,p′t ,q′t ;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
= Ct (p0,q0,pt,qt;γ0,γt)C−t
(
p′t ,q′t ,p′0,q
′
0;γt,γ0
) det [KT + ic˜TJ] 12
det
[
KT
] 1
2
.
(2.19)
See Appendix A for a simplification of Eq. 2.19 to a single N × N determinant.
Also contained in Appendix A are two variations of FB MQC-IVR that reduce
the dimensionality of the phase space average, depending on the definition of
operator Bˆ [78].
Note the limiting behavior of Eq. 2.18:
lim
cp,cq→0
CFBAB(t) =C
DHK
AB (t), (2.20)
lim
cp,cq→∞
CFBAB(t) =C
HUS
AB (t), (2.21)
CHUSAB (t) =
1
(2pi)N
∫
dp0
∫
dq0 〈p0q0|Aˆ|p0q0〉 〈ptqt|Bˆ|ptqt〉 . (2.22)
It is clear from Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.21 that FB MQC-IVR is a smooth interpolation
between an ensemble average of trajectory pairs, whose phase information in-
terferes with one another, and an ensemble average of single trajectories whose
phase information is completely absent. In other words, the tuning parameters
control how far trajectories are allowed to displace from one another at each
time point along the trajectory. Moreover, since there are tuning parameters as-
sociated with each dof, one can choose different values of cp/q for different dofs
and therefore control the phase contributions from each dof independently. For
this reason we say that FB MQC-IVR offers mode-specific quantization [78].
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Ideally one should choose cp/q values that strike a balance between faster
convergence and desired accuracy. Unfortunately, in general systems this choice
is rather arbitrary. Though Kenion-Hanrath [117] has suggested a numerical
optimization approach to this problem, and though we propose yet another ap-
proach in Chapter 4 (one in which the cp/q parameters are completely removed),
an obvious starting point is to follow Thoss et al. [65] and use smaller tuning
parameters for observed dofs, i.e. those measured with operator Bˆ, than those
associated with the unobserved dofs. Numerical tests with this approach on a
2D model system showed that FB MQC-IVR can accurately describe quantum
interference effects and simultaneously accelerate convergence [78].
In summary, the features of FB MQC-IVR make for a very appealing im-
provement upon the SC-IVR sign problem. But, as will be discussed, the
methodologies presented in the remainder of this dissertation, though very sim-
ilar, offer drastic improvements in efficiency and, in some cases, accuracy.
2.2 The Double-Forward Implementation
Implementing FB SC-IVR time-correlation functions involves an unfavorable
quadratic scaling with respect to the effort one must make to evolve trajecto-
ries and their associated monodromy matrices. For a simulation of length Nt∆t,
where Nt is the number of timesteps of length ∆t, and given an initial phase
space point z0, one first evolves z0 for Nt timesteps to point zt. Then, at the n
th
timestep ∀ n ∈ [1,Nt], make a jump from zn∆t → z′n∆t and evolve z′n∆t backwards
in time for n timesteps to point z′0 [see the diagram in Fig. 2.1(a)].
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z0 zt
z′0 z′t
∆z0 ∆zt
∆t
forward→
←backward
(a)
(b)
z0 zt
z′0 z′t
∆z0 ∆zt
forward→
forward→
Figure 2.1: Diagrams showing the implementation strategy of (a) FB
MQC-IVR and (b) MQC-IVR. In the former case, one must
manually sample the phase space displacements between for-
ward and backward trajectories at all times. In the latter case
one simply propagates two forward-moving trajectories inde-
pendently: a much more efficient approach.
Therefore the total number of evolution steps, N¯, for a given trajectory pair
grows quadratically with Nt:
N¯ =Nt +
Nt∑
j
( j + 1)
=
1
2
N2t +
5
2
Nt. (2.23)
This scaling is even more of a burden in larger systems, where the monodromy
matrix becomes very large and expensive to propagate.
This unfortunate scaling of effort to evolve the system is, however, easily
remedied in a framework where the unprimed and primed trajectories are prop-
agated forward in time from points z0 and z
′
0 independently, respectively [see
Fig. 2.1(b)]. In this framework the scaling of effort increases linearly with Nt
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since
N¯ =2Nt. (2.24)
This offers a drastic reduction in computational expense, particularly when sim-
ulating multidimensional systems for longer timescales.
The goal now is to use MFF on DHK-IVR within this so-called “double-
forward” (DF) framework in order to exploit the computational savings. The
result, hereafter referred to as MQC-IVR, is mathematically similar to FB MQC-
IVR, and comparably accurate to FB MQC-IVR, but drastically cheaper to com-
pute. The derivation begins by invoking a statement of Liouville’s theorem,
dp′tdq
′
t = dp
′
0dq
′
0, (2.25)
to rewrite DHK-IVR in Eq. 1.38 as a phase space average over a pair of trajecto-
ries that evolve forward in time independently:
CDHKAB (t) =
1
(2pi)2N
∫
dp0
∫
dq0
∫
dp′0
∫
dq′0 〈p0q0|Aˆ|p′0q′0〉 〈p′tq′t |Bˆ|ptqt〉
×ei[S t(p0,q0)−S t(p′0,q′0)]Ct (p0,q0,pt,qt;γ0,γt)C∗t
(
p′0,q
′
0,p
′
t ,q
′
t ;γ0,γt
)
. (2.26)
In obtaining Eq. 2.26 we have also used the following relation between forward
(M) and backward (M(b)) monodromy matrices,
Mb = (M)−1 =
 M
T
pp −MTqp
−MTpq MTqq
 =
M
(b)
qq M(b)qp
M(b)pq M(b)pp
 , (2.27)
in order to transform the HK-IVR prefactor of the primed trajectory:
Ct
(
p′t ,q′t ,p′0,q
′
0;γt,γ0
)
→ C∗t
(
p′0,q
′
0,p
′
t ,q′t ;γ0,γt
)
. We proceed as before with the
MFF procedure by defining a phase function φ such that the zero and infinite
limits of the tuning parameters yield time-correlation functions equivalent to
DHK-IVR of Eq. 2.26 and Husimi-IVR of Eq. 2.22, respectively. By neglecting
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the two operators as well as any phase contributions from the two HK-IVR pref-
actors we define φ as
φ =S t (p0,q0) − S t (p′0,q′0) + i4 (p0 − p′0)T γ−10 (p0 − p′0) + i4 (q0 − q′0)T γ0 (q0 − q′0)
+
1
2
(
p0 + p′0
)T (q0 − q′0) + i4 (p′t − pt)T γ−1t (p′t − pt) + i4 (q′t − qt)T γt (q′t − qt)
+
1
2
(
p′t + pt
)T (q′t − qt) . (2.28)
Components of the gradient of φ are then given by
∂φ
∂q′0
=
i
2
γ0∆q0 +
1
2
∆pt +
1
2
(
M′Tpq + iM′Tqqγt
)
∆qt −
1
2
(
M′Tqq − iM′Tpqγ−1t
)
∆pt , (2.29)
∂φ
∂p′0
= − 1
2
∆q0 +
i
2
γ−10 ∆p0 +
1
2
(
M′Tpp + iM′Tqpγt
)
∆qt −
1
2
(
M′Tqp − iM′Tppγ−1t
)
∆pt , (2.30)
∂φ
∂q0
= − i
2
γ0∆q0 +
1
2
∆p0 +
1
2
(
MTpq − iMTqqγt
)
∆qt −
1
2
(
MTqq + iM
T
pqγ
−1
t
)
∆pt , (2.31)
∂φ
∂p0
= − 1
2
∆q0 −
i
2
γ−10 ∆p0 +
1
2
(
MTpp − iMTqpγt
)
∆qt −
1
2
(
MTqp + iM
T
ppγ
−1
t
)
∆pt . (2.32)
Now factor ∇φ into a matrix-vector product ∇φ = Ky, with K given by
K =

i
2γ0
1
2 I
1
2
(
M′Tpq + iM′Tqqγt
)
−12
(
M′Tqq − iM′Tpqγ−1t
)
−12 I i2γ−10 12
(
M′Tpp + iM′Tqpγt
)
−12
(
M′Tqp − iM′Tppγ−1t
)
− i2γ0 12 I 12
(
MTpq − iMTqqγt
)
−12
(
MTqq + iMTpqγ−1t
)
−12 I − i2γ−10 12
(
MTpp − iMTqpγt
)
−12
(
MTqp + iMTppγ−1t
)

, (2.33)
and the same y as in Eq. 2.13. The Hessian of φ is evaluated under the same
approximation as in the case of FB MQC-IVR,
∂2φ
∂x2
≈K∂y
∂x
=KJ
=K
 I −IM′ −M
 . (2.34)
M and M′ in Eq. 2.34 are the full 2N ×2N (forward) monodromy matrices for the
unprimed and primed trajectories, respectively. The matrix of tuning parame-
ters is now chosen so that MFF is applied to the integrand at time t = 0 rather
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than at every later point in time along the trajectory. The matrix c˜ that facilitates
this is given by
c˜ =

cq O O O
O cp O O
O O O O
O O O O

. (2.35)
The MFF damping factor is now given by
F =
det
[
KT + ic˜J
] 1
2
det
[
KT
] 1
2
e−
1
2∆
T
q0
cq∆q0− 12∆Tp0cp∆p0 . (2.36)
Inserting Eq. 2.36 into Eq. 2.26 gives the MQC-IVR correlation function,
CDFAB (t) =
1
(2pi)2N
∫
dp0
∫
dq0
∫
dp′0
∫
dq′0 〈p0q0|Aˆ|p′0q′0〉 〈p′tq′t |Bˆ|ptqt〉
× DDFt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
ei[S t(p0,q0)−S t(p
′
0,q
′
0)]e−
1
2∆
T
q0
cq∆q0e−
1
2∆
T
p0
cp∆p0 ,
(2.37)
with prefactor
DDFt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
= Ct(p0,q0,pt,qt)C
∗
t (p
′
0,q
′
0,p
′
t ,q
′
t)
det
[
KT + ic˜J
] 1
2
det
[
KT
] 1
2
.
(2.38)
A simplification of Eq. 2.38 into an N × N determinant is provided in Appendix
B.
The limiting behavior of MQC-IVR with respect to the tuning parameters is
the same as its FB counter-part,
lim
cp,cq→0
CDFAB (t) =C
DHK
AB (t), (2.39)
lim
cp,cq→∞
CDFAB (t) =C
HUS
AB (t), (2.40)
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save that the DF implementation of DHK-IVR, Eq. 2.26, is recovered on the
right-hand side of Eq. 2.39 rather than the FB implementation of DHK-IVR in
Eq. 1.38. The limit in Eq. 2.39 is trivial, and the limit in Eq. 2.40 is understood
by first noting that
lim
cp,cq→∞
DDFt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
e−
1
2∆
T
q0
cq∆q0e−
1
2∆
T
p0
cp∆p0 = (2pi)N δ
(
∆p0
)
δ
(
∆q0
)
D∞,
(2.41)
with D∞ given by
D∞ = det
∣∣∣∣∣12γ−10 [γ0M f ullqq + M f ullpp γ0 − iγ0M f ullqp γ0 + iM f ullpq ]
∣∣∣∣∣ 12 , (2.42)
with M f ullαβ =
∂α′0
∂β0
a monodromy matrix element of the full forward and backward
trajectory [78]. Then, after evaluating the integrals over q′0 and p
′
0 in Eq. 2.37,
which results in identical trajectory pairs and M f ullαβ = δαβI, we find that D
∞ = 1
and Eq. 2.22 is recovered.
2.3 Generalized MQC-IVR
It is possible to generalize the theories of the previous two sections into one
method–one in which the displacements between trajectory pairs is tunable at
all times, while retaining the computational advantage of the DF implementa-
tion. The derivation is identical to the derivation of MQC-IVR up to Eq. 2.34.
We diverge from the MQC-IVR derivation by defining the following matrix of
tuning parameters,
c˜ =

cq O O O
O cp O O
O O cqt O
O O O cpt

. (2.43)
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The MFF damping factor is now given by
F =
det
[
KT + ic˜J
] 1
2
det
[
KT
] 1
2
e−
1
2∆
T
q0
cq∆q0− 12∆Tp0cp∆p0e−
1
2∆
T
qt cqt∆qt− 12∆Tpt cpt∆pt . (2.44)
Substituting Eq. 2.44 into Eq. 2.26 then gives generalized MQC-IVR (GMQC-
IVR):
CGAB(t) =
1
(2pi)2N
∫
dp0
∫
dq0
∫
dp′0
∫
dq′0 〈p0q0|Aˆ|p′0q′0〉 〈p′tq′t |Bˆ|ptqt〉
× DGt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq, cpt , cqt
)
ei[S t(p0,q0)−S t(p
′
0,q
′
0)]
×e− 12∆Tq0cq∆q0e− 12∆Tp0cp∆p0e− 12∆Tqt cqt∆qt e− 12∆Tpt cpt∆pt , (2.45)
with DGt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq, cpt , cqt
)
given by
DGt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq, cpt , cqt
)
=Ct (p0,q0,pt,qt;γ0,γt)C
∗
t
(
p′0,q
′
0,p
′
t ,q
′
t ;γ0,γt
)
×
det
[
KT + ic˜J
] 1
2
det
[
KT
] 1
2
×e− 12∆Tq0cq∆q0− 12∆Tp0cp∆p0e− 12∆Tqt cqt∆qt− 12∆Tpt cpt∆pt . (2.46)
Though an interesting generalization of the MQC-IVR methodology, we have
determined with the model systems in the following section of this chapter that
GMQC-IVR does not offer any significant computational savings over MQC-
IVR. However, since GMQC-IVR offers the ability to down-weight trajectory
pairs that diverge over time, it may prove useful in strongly chaotic systems.
2.4 Numerical Tests
Here we apply MQC-IVR to two model systems. Model 1 of this chapter is a 1D
anharmonic oscillator with Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
p2 + x2 − 0.1x3 + 0.1x4. (2.47)
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The initial state of the system is taken to be a shifted coherent state, whose po-
sition space wavefunction is given by
〈x|piqi〉 = Ne− γ2 (x−qi)2+ipi(x−qi), (2.48)
with qi = 1, pi = 0, γ =
√
2, and N for normalization. Operator Aˆ is taken to be a
projector of the initial state,
Aˆ = |piqi〉 〈piqi| . (2.49)
Following Pan and Tao [118] we sample initial conditions from a correlated dis-
tribution,
ρ
(
p¯, q¯,∆p,∆q
)
= N¯ |〈p¯q¯|piqi〉| e−
cq
2 ∆
2
qe−
cp
2 ∆
2
p , (2.50)
with N¯ for normalization, and the bars represent mean variables,
p¯ =
1
2
(
p′0 + p0
)
(2.51)
q¯ =
1
2
(
q′0 + q0
)
. (2.52)
We also take Bˆ = xˆ to compute the average position of the oscillator as a function
of time. The coherent state matrix element of xˆ is given by
〈p′tq′t |xˆ|ptqt〉 =
1
2γ
[
γ
(
q′t + qt
) − i (p′t − pt)] 〈p′tq′t |ptqt〉 . (2.53)
Model 2 contains the same anharmonic oscillator of model 1 but now linearly
coupled to a heavier harmonic bath mode. The Hamiltonian is
H =
1
2
p2x +
1
2m
p2y + x
2 − 0.1x3 + 0.1x4 + 1
2
mω2y2 + kxy, (2.54)
with m = 25.0, ω = 1/3, and k = 1.5. The initial state is taken to be a product of
shifted coherent states, of which the position space wavefunction is
〈x|piqi〉 =
∏
u
(
γu
pi
) 1
4
e−
γu
2 (u−qiu)2+ipiu(u−qiu), (2.55)
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with vector x = (x, y), u ∈ (x, y), and with γx =
√
2 as before, γy = mω, and
qix = qiy = 1.0, and pix = piy = 0.0. The multidimensional form of Eq. 2.53 is
given by
〈p′tq′t |uˆ|ptqt〉 =
1
2γu
[
γu
(
q′tu + qtu
) − i (p′tu − ptu)] 〈p′tq′t |ptqt〉 . (2.56)
The position expectation value of the anharmonic oscillator of model 1 is
plotted in Fig. 2.2. The MQC-IVR results in Fig. 2.2 are obtained with c = cp = cq.
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Figure 2.2: The average position of the anharmonic oscillator as a function
of time, as computed with MQC-IVR and c = cp = cq = 0.7
(red), 1.0 (cyan), 3.0 (orange), 5.0 (blue), 10.0 (green), and 100.0
(purple). Husimi-IVR (yellow) is hidden behind the purple
MQC-IVR result. The exact quantum result (black, dashed) is
included as well.
The amplitude of the classical time-correlation function in Fig. 2.2 is clearly
damped relative to the exact quantum result, particularly at longer times. One
can rationalize this difference in terms of constructive and destructive inter-
ference between the complex expansion coefficients of the quantum mechan-
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ical wavepacket, or, equivalently, in terms of constructive and destructive in-
terference between phase contributions from forward and backward paths of
the Feynman path integral. In the classical limit, on the other hand, where for-
ward and backward paths lie along an identical trajectory, phase information
is canceled along with any interference effects. It is clear from Fig. 2.2 that
MQC-IVR smoothly interpolates between the classical and quantum limits of
the time-correlation function. The quantum mechanical character of the time-
correlation function is well-described when the tuning parameters are close to
zero, and MQC-IVR is damped to the classical result when the tuning parame-
ters are much further from zero.
In Table 2.1 we compare the total CPU time needed to compute the position
expectation value of the anharmonic oscillator with the DF and FB implementa-
tions of MQC-IVR. The same tuning parameter c = cp = cq = 0.7 is used in each
simulation.
Implementation CPU Time /seconds
DF 2
FB 288
Table 2.1: A comparison of CPU time to calculate the MQC-IVR position
correlation function with the DF and FB implementations and
c = cp = cq = 0.7.
Table 2.1 shows that, for the 1D model system considered here, the DF imple-
mentation is more than 100× faster than the FB implementation. In simulations
involving more dofs and longer timescales than are used here, we expect the
computational savings to grow even further.
In Fig. 2.3 we plot the same position expectation value as in Fig. 2.2 but with
different combinations of cp and cq parameters.
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Figure 2.3: The average position of the anharmonic oscillator as a function
of time, as computed with MQC-IVR. Different combinations
of cp and cq are used in each case. Within each panel cq is held
fixed, as indicated in the label. The value of cp is determined by
the color of each curve: cp = 0.7 (red), 1.0 (cyan), 3.0 (orange),
5.0 (blue), 10.0 (green), and 100.0 (purple).
As expected, the general trend is that larger values of cp or cq, with the other
held fixed, yields a result that is more damped than otherwise. The interesting
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feature of Fig. 2.3 is, however, found in panel (a). MQC-IVR with a small po-
sition tuning parameter, cq = 0.7, is not particularly sensitive to changes in cp,
even when cp is pushed as high as cp = 100. This trend could be due to the fact
that the observable Bˆ is strictly a function of the position operator, and there-
fore MQC-IVR should be more sensitive to changes in position displacements
between trajectory pairs rather than changes in momentum displacements. It is
also possible that this trend is dependent upon the initial state of the system as
defined in operator Aˆ. However in model 1 the initial state is a coherent state
whose width parameter is chosen under a harmonic approximation, γ = mω.
This means that the initial wavepacket is equally dispersed in position and mo-
mentum space, and so it is unclear how operator Aˆ could influence this trend. In
any case, this analysis suggests that the cp and cq parameters of MQC-IVR can
be varied independently to facilitate faster convergence (see below) without a
significant loss of accuracy.
We have shown that MQC-IVR can smoothly tune between quantum and
classical limits of SC theory, but the practical advantage of the method resides
in its computational savings. Table 2.2 shows the number of trajectories required
to converge MQC-IVR with different combinations of cp and cq parameters.
cp
0.7 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 100.0
cq
0.7 18.0 12.0 10.0 13.0 12.0 11.0
1.0 14.0 12.0 11.0 15.0 10.0 9.0
3.0 11.0 7.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
5.0 6.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 5.0
10.0 7.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 3.0
100.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 1.0
Table 2.2: The number of trajectory pairs (×10−3) required to converge an
MQC-IVR simulation of model 1 in time t = 55 as a function of
cp and cq tuning parameters.
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The general trend in Table 2.2, as expected, is that less computational expense is
required with larger tuning parameters. But in some cases, namely in the upper
left-hand corner of the table, the decrease in expense does not coincide with a
significant loss of accuracy, as compared with the previous two figures. It is also
interesting to note that the convergence of 〈xˆ〉t is more sensitive to changes in cq
than changes to cp, lending to the observation in the previous paragraph. For ex-
ample, more than twice the effort is needed to converge cq = 0.7, cp = 100.0 than
to converge when the two values are swapped. This suggests that the phase in-
formation as a result of position displacements has a larger contribution to the
integral than the phase information from momentum displacements, and that
cp can be assigned a larger value than cq without a significant loss of accuracy.
The position expectation values of both the anharmonic and harmonic
modes of model 2 are plotted in Fig. 2.4. The MQC-IVR results are obtained
with equal tuning parameters for each dof: c = cpx = cqx = cpy = cqy .
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Figure 2.4: The expectation value of (a) 〈xˆ〉t and (b) 〈yˆ〉t as a function of time
as computed with exact quantum (black, dashed) and MQC-
IVR with all tuning parameters set to the same value c = cpx =
cqx = cpy = cqy : c = 0.1 (blue), c = 0.7 (red), c = 1.0 (orange),
c = 3.0 (yellow), c = 5.0 (cyan), c = 10.0 (magenta), c = 50.0
(green), and c = 100.0 (purple). The Husimi-IVR result (gold)
is beneath the classical limit MQC-IVR result.
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As seen with model 1, the long-time recurring oscillations in the exact quantum
result are due to interference effects, and are therefore absent in the classical
limit result. As with model 1 we see that MQC-IVR smoothly interpolates be-
tween the quantum and classical results. Note that the classical and quantum
limits of the the harmonic mode 〈yˆ〉t are nearly identical, which is expected since
classical, SC, and quantum correlation functions of the harmonic oscillator are
equal, and since the coupling is not strong enough to significantly perturb the
motion of the heavier oscillator.
In Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 we plot the same expectation values as in Fig. 2.4, but
with the anharmonic mode fixed near the quantum limit in the former case, and
the harmonic mode fixed near the quantum limit in the latter case.
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Figure 2.5: The expectation value of (a) 〈xˆ〉t and (b) 〈yˆ〉t as a function of time
as computed with exact quantum (black, dashed) and MQC-
IVR with the anharmonic mode fixed near the quantum limit,
cpx = cqx = 0.1, and the harmonic mode treated with different
values of c = cpy = cqy : c = 0.1 (blue), c = 0.7 (red), c = 1.0
(orange), c = 3.0 (yellow), c = 5.0 (cyan), c = 10.0 (magenta),
c = 50.0 (green), and c = 100.0 (purple). The Husimi-IVR result
(gold) is beneath the classical limit MQC-IVR result.
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Figure 2.6: The expectation value of (a) 〈xˆ〉t and (b) 〈yˆ〉t as a function of time
as computed with exact quantum (black, dashed) and MQC-
IVR with the harmonic mode fixed near the quantum limit,
cpy = cqy = 0.1, and the anharmonic mode treated with different
values of c = cpx = cqx : c = 0.1 (blue), c = 0.7 (red), c = 1.0
(orange), c = 3.0 (yellow), c = 5.0 (cyan), c = 10.0 (magenta),
c = 50.0 (green), and c = 100.0 (purple). The Husimi-IVR result
(gold) is beneath the classical limit MQC-IVR result.
We see from Fig. 2.5(a) the appealing result that, when the anharmonic mode
is both observed by operator Bˆ and fixed near the quantum limit with a small
tuning parameter, the position expectation value 〈xˆ〉t is insensitive to changes
in the tuning parameter of the heavier harmonic mode, which is not observed
by operator Bˆ. There is a slight damping effect in the MQC-IVR amplitudes of
Fig. 2.5(a) at longer times when the value of c = cpy = cqy is increased, but the
quantum mechanical features are still clearly captured.
As should therefore be expected, we see in Fig. 2.6(a) that, when the anhar-
monic mode is both observed by operator Bˆ and treated increasingly closer to
the classical limit with larger tuning parameters, the position expectation value
〈xˆ〉t is more sensitive to changes in the tuning parameter of the anharmonic
mode. Some of the oscillatory features are still captured with, say, cpx = cqx = 100
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in Fig. 2.6(a), but the damping effect is much more significant than in Fig. 2.5(a).
This analysis clearly supports the main objective of the MQC-IVR methodology,
that the tuning parameters of individual dofs in a multidimensional system can
be varied independently to facilitate faster convergence (see below) without a
significant loss of accuracy.
Also as expected, we see in Fig. 2.5(b) and Fig. 2.6(b) that the position ex-
pectation value of the harmonic mode is fairly insensitive to changes in any of
the tuning parameters. With a more strongly coupled system, however, as was
studied by Antipov et al. [78] to test FB MQC-IVR, we expect a similar conclu-
sion to that of the previous paragraph.
In Table 2.3 we report the number of trajectory pairs required to converge
the MQC-IVR position expectation value of the anharmonic mode with different
sets of tuning parameters.
cx
0.1 0.7 1.0 3.0 5.0 10.0 50.0 100.0
cy
0.1 29 6.3 8.3 2.2 2.0 2.6 1.8 0.86
0.7 20 3.1 x x x x x x
1.0 12 x 2.2 x x x x x
3.0 7.1 x x 1.2 x x x x
5.0 4.5 x x x 0.54 x x x
10.0 3.8 x x x x 0.25 x x
50.0 7.6 x x x x x 0.1 x
100.0 2.7 x x x x x x 0.07
Table 2.3: The number of trajectory pairs required for convergence (×10−5)
of 〈xˆ〉t under each filtering parameter regime depicted in the pre-
vious three figures. Note that cx = cpx = cqx and cy = cpy = cqy .
As expected, Table 2.3 shows that an increase in any of the tuning parameters
results in less computational expense. The most appealing result of Table 2.3
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is, however, found in the first column. Note that the number of trajectories re-
quired for convergence drops by more than an order of magnitude in going from
cy = 0.1 to cy = 100.0. As compared with Fig. 2.5(a), this drop in computational
expense does not coincide with a significant loss of accuracy.
In summary, we have shown that MQC-IVR is capable of both tuning be-
tween the quantum and classical limits of the DHK-IVR time-correlation func-
tion, and capable of treating different modes of multidimensional systems in
different limits to facilitate faster convergence and preserve accuracy. We have
also shown that the DF implementation offers a drastic reduction in computa-
tional expense as compared to the FB implementation. Finally, we have shown
that, for individual dofs, cp and cq parameters can also be varied independently
to facilitate faster convergence without a significant loss of accuracy.
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CHAPTER 3
VALIDATING THE MFF APPROXIMATION
Though Filinov filtration [88] and its modifications [62, 89, 119] have shown
promise in accelerating the convergence of oscillatory integrals, namely of the
SC-IVR variety [55, 65, 78, 81, 82, 115, 116, 120–122], MFF is the essential approx-
imation of the methods presented in this dissertation, and it is therefore worth
our scrutiny. In this chapter we attempt to validate MFF as an extremely pow-
erful theoretical and practical tool for the computation of the DHK-IVR time-
correlation function [81]. The motivation of this analysis is driven further by a
study from Spanner et al. [123], who examined the phase and amplitude contri-
butions from single trajectories of the HK-IVR wavepacket, and concluded that
MFF is generally not particularly effective in the context of HK-IVR wavepacket
evolution. However, the phase information in the SC-IVR time-correlation
function is significantly different than the phase information contained in the
SC-IVR wavepacket; the quantum mechanical character of the SC-IVR time-
correlation function arises from interference between the phases of forward-
backward trajectory pairs [78, 81] (the double phase space average), a feature
that is absent in the single phase space average of the SC-IVR wavepacket. In
this chapter we begin by briefly reviewing the analysis of Spanner et al. [123],
and then proceed to conduct a similar analysis on the SC-IVR time-correlation
function that validates MFF as an extremely effective approximation (as it is
made in the methods of this dissertation).
Here we use the 1D model system of the Chapter 2; the Hamiltonian, ini-
tial state, and time-dependent observable of which are provided in Eq. 2.47,
Eq. 2.48, and Eq. 2.53, respectively. We use the same simulation parameters as
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in the previous chapter as well. Following Spanner et al. [123] we begin by con-
sidering the phase and amplitude contributions to the time-dependent HK-IVR
wavepacket,
Ψ (x, t) =
1
2pi
∫
dq0
∫
dp0 Ct (p0, q0, pt, qt; γ0, γt) eiS t(p0,q0) 〈x|ptqt〉 〈p0q0|piqi〉 , (3.1)
from individual trajectories. In Fig. 3.1 we plot the phase φ and amplitude A of
the entire integrand in Eq. 3.1 for fixed x = 0.5 at time t = 7.5 as a function of the
trajectories’ initial position q0 and the initial momentum p0.
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Figure 3.1: The (a) phase and (b) amplitude of the HK-IVR wavepacket in-
tegrand as a function of the trajectories’ initial position q0 with
fixed p0 = 0.0. Also plotted is the (c) phase and (d) amplitude
of the integrand as a function of the trajectories’ initial momen-
tum p0 with fixed q0 = 1.0. In each case we fix the wavepacket
position x = 0.5 and time t = 7.5.
The notable feature of Fig. 3.1, in comparing the phase and amplitude
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in Fig. 3.1(a) and Fig. 3.1(b), and in comparing the phase and amplitude in
Fig. 3.1(c) and Fig. 3.1(d), is that the most oscillatory regions of phase predom-
inantly overlap with regions of negligibly small amplitude. This is notable be-
cause the general purpose of MFF is to down-weight contributions to the inte-
gral where the phase oscillates the quickest. Fig. 3.1 suggests, however, that the
regions of phase space in the HK-IVR wavepacket integrand where the phase
φ changes the quickest have a negligible contribution to the integral. We are
therefore led to question to effectiveness of implementing MFF to an integral
such as in Eq. 3.1 [123].
We now follow Spanner et al. [123] to conduct a similar analysis on the SC-
IVR time-correlation function, and draw a more optimistic conclusion on the
effectiveness of MFF in the context of the methods presented in this study. Be-
fore the analysis, however, it is worth noting that we have already established in
Chapter 2, and in previous work by Antipov et al. [78] and Thoss et al. [65], that
MFF is a powerful theoretical tool for interpolating between existing limits of
SC-IVR theory. The infinite limit of the tuning parameters in MQC-IVR (and its
variations) and in GFB-IVR [65] give rise to well-defined, theoretically-sound
time-correlation functions (Husmi-IVR in the former case, and FB-IVR in the
latter), whereas a stationary phase approximation to the HK-IVR wavepacket in
Eq. 3.1 does not, as far as the author can discern, give rise to an approximate
wavepacket that is particularly useful or convenient to implement. Therefore,
from a theoretical standpoint, we can conclude that MFF is an informative ap-
proximation to the SC-IVR time-correlation function. In the proceeding para-
graph we show that MFF is, in addition, an extremely practical approximation
to the SC-IVR time-correlation function as well.
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As it is implemented in the derivation of MQC-IVR and variations thereof,
the purpose of MFF is to provide a handle over the extent to which trajectory
pairs displace from one another over the course of the simulation. We therefore
proceed by examining the contributions to the MQC-IVR time-correlation func-
tion from individual trajectory pairs as a function of the displacements between
them.
In Fig. 3.2 we plot the phase and amplitude of the integrand of the FB MQC-
IVR time-correlation function for the 1D model system [78],
〈xˆ〉t = 1(2pi)2
∫
dp0
∫
dq0
∫
d∆pt 〈p0q0|piqi〉 〈piqi|p′0q′0〉 ei[S t(p0,q0)+S −t(p
′
t ,q′t)]
×D¯FBt
(
p0, q0,∆pt ; cp
)
qte−
cp
2 ∆
2
pt , (3.2)
as a function of the momentum displacement ∆pt between the trajectory pairs
at time t, and with different values of the tuning parameter cp. Operationally,
we choose a trajectory that originates at the center of the initial wavepacket,
q0 = 1.0 and p0 = 0.0, propagate that trajectory for time t = τ, make a jump in
momentum from pτ → p′τ = pτ + ∆pτ , and propagate the resulting phase space
point backwards in time to t = 0. We then use each trajectory pair to compute
and plot the phase and amplitude of the integrand in Eq. 3.2 as a function of
∆pτ in Fig. 3.2 for two different times τ. The times τ at which we compute the
integrand are times at which the quantum and classical correlation functions
give significantly different results.
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Figure 3.2: The phase and amplitude of the FB MQC-IVR integrand as a
function of the momentum displacement between trajectory
pairs at time (a-b) t = 22 and (c-d) t = 61. The color of each
curve corresponds to a different choice of tuning parameter cp,
which varies from cp = 10−4 (purple) to cp = 200.0 (red). The
black vertical gridlines enclose the least oscillatory region of
the integrand.
Consider the phase corresponding to the momentum jump value ∆pt = 0 in
Fig. 3.2(a) and Fig. 3.2(c). At this point, the forward and backward trajectories
coincide and the net phase is zero (or ±pi due to a phase contribution from opera-
tor Bˆ) – these are the trajectory pairs that contribute to the classical-limit Husimi-
IVR correlation function in Eq. 2.22, as indicated by the narrow red (cp = 200)
peak in the corresponding amplitude plots in Fig. 3.2(b) and Fig. 3.2(d). As the
magnitude of ∆pt increases, the path of the forward and backward trajectories
become significantly different, resulting in a net non-zero phase contribution
that varies rapidly with small changes in momentum jump. Although the re-
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gions of slowly varying phase in Fig. 3.2(a) and Fig. 3.2(c) (enclosed within solid
black lines) are relatively invariant to the choice of cp values, as we go from low
cp values that describe quantum-limit behavior to high cp values for classical-
limit behavior, the amplitude changes significantly, approaching zero for large
values of ∆pt . Our analysis of MFF based on individual trajectory pairs thus
suggests that we can eliminate contributions from regions of highly oscillatory
phase, |∆pt | ≥ 3 in both Fig. 3.2(a) and Fig. 3.2(c).
Next we analyze the amplitude and phase of an average integrand obtained
by summing over contributions from an ensemble of forward-backward tra-
jectory pairs to verify that, as we approach numerical convergence, regions of
highly oscillatory phase do, in fact, have a negligible contribution to the en-
semble average time-correlation function. Using a weak filter (quantum-limit,
cp = 0.05) and simulation time t = 22 a.u., we plot the average phase of the
MQC-IVR integrand in Fig. 3.3(a) as a function of the momentum jump.
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Figure 3.3: The (a) phase and (b) amplitude of the MQC-IVR position
correlation function against the momentum displacement be-
tween forward-backward trajectories at t = 22 a.u. in the quan-
tum limit, as averaged over 1.2×103 trajectories (gray), 6.0×104
trajectories (red), and 2.4 × 105 trajectories (blue). The black-
dashed Gaussian represents a weak filter strength (cp = 0.05)
while the green-dashed Gaussian represents an optimal filter
strength (cp = 0.7).
In Fig. 3.3(a) we find a region of slowly varying phase corresponding to the
region −4 a.u.≤ ∆pt ≤ 4 a.u (enclosed between two vertical black lines). The
average amplitude is plotted in Fig. 3.3(b); we find that as the number of tra-
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jectories included in the ensemble average is increased, the amplitude vanishes
in regions of highly oscillatory phase. Taken together, these observations sug-
gest that trajectory pairs with ∆pt values outside the slowly varying phase zone
(|∆pt | ≥ 4 a.u.) contribute very little to the overall time-correlation function and
make it difficult to achieve numerical convergence. This makes a strong case
for the use of MFF to increase computational efficiency – for instance, with a
stronger filter, say cp = 0.7 [green Gaussian in Fig. 3.3(b)], it becomes possible
to explicitly exclude trajectory pairs that contribute only noise by making the
amplitude zero. In fact, it was shown in Fig. 2.2 of the previous chapter that
an MQC-IVR simulation employing c = 0.7 does indeed recover quantum me-
chanical features in the position correlation function at long times, and with
significantly fewer trajectories than is needed in DHK-IVR: 3 × 106 are needed
for DHK-IVR and only 1.8 × 104 are needed for MQC-IVR with c = 0.7.
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CHAPTER 4
THE ANALYTICAL MQC LIMIT
4.1 Motivation and Derivation
An existing challenge with MQC-IVR is determining the optimal set of 2N
tuning parameters such that both computational cost and loss of quantum me-
chanical accuracy are minimized. Without a systematic procedure to address
this challenge the choice of tuning parameters is rather arbitrary, and refined
only by trial and error. We have seen in Chapter 3 that computing the inte-
grand of MQC-IVR as a function of the trajectory pair displacement variables
can inform this choice, and Kenion-Hanrath [117] has suggested a promising
numerical optimization procedure, but the former option is hardly systematic,
and both options may be difficult (particularly the former) to implement in mul-
tidimensional systems.
The biggest problem in trying to envision a numerical optimization proce-
dure that minimizes error with respect to changes in the tuning parameters is
that, in terms of accuracy alone, the optimal choice of tuning parameter is al-
ready known to be zero for all dofs. And the choice of zero for each tuning
parameter, of course, leads to DHK-IVR which is generally computationally in-
tractable. Therefore, since the correlation between accuracy and computational
cost is not well-defined, an efficient numerical optimization procedure would
be difficult to devise.
Yet another approach to this challenge, and the subject of this chapter, is
to choose a subset of dofs to be treated in the quantum limit and evaluate
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MQC-IVR analytically in the limit that the tuning parameters associated with
the quantum dofs go to zero, and the limit that the tuning parameters associ-
ated with the remaining classical dofs go to infinity. The result, which we call
analytical MQC-IVR (AMQC-IVR), treats each dof in the extreme classical or
quantum limits of MQC-IVR theory, and the burden of having to choose a set
of 2N tuning parameters is removed. In addition, as we will see, AMQC-IVR
is the starting point for a variety of additional approximations that could prove
extremely useful when simulating complex molecular systems.
We now proceed to the derivation of AMQC-IVR. First, as a matter of book-
keeping, we consider a general system consisting of N dofs, F of which will be
treated in the quantum limit, and N − F of which will be treated in the classical
limit. We also order all vectors and matrices in this chapter so that the elements
associated with the quantum dofs are listed before the elements associated with
the classical dofs.
The derivation starts by considering the c-dependence of the MQC-IVR in-
tegrand,
Gt
(
z0, z
′
0; c
)
=DDFt
(
z0, z
′
0; c
)
e−
1
2∆
Tc∆, (4.1)
with DDFt
(
z0, z
′
0; c
)
provided in Eq. 2.38, and a 2N-dimensional collective phase
space displacement vector given by
∆ =
∆q∆p
 . (4.2)
We now evaluate Eq. 4.1 in the limit that the tuning parameters associated with
the quantum dofs go to zero, and the limit that the tuning parameters associated
with the remaining classical dofs go to infinity. Using the following δ-function
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identity for the classical dofs,
δ (x) = lim
a→∞
(a
pi
) 1
2
e−
a
2 x
2
, (4.3)
the limit is given by
lim
cquantum→0
cclassical→∞
Gt
(
z0, z
′
0; c
)
= (2pi)N−F D¯t
(
z0, z
′
0
) 2NN∏
j=F+1
j=N+F+1
[
δ
(
∆ j
)]
, (4.4)
with
D¯t
(
z0, z
′
0
)
= lim
cquantum→0
cclassical→∞
2N
N∏
j=F+1
j=N+F+1
[
1
c j j
] 1
2
det
[
KT + ic˜J
] 1
2
. (4.5)
The transpose of matrix KT is provided in Eq. 2.33, matrix J is provided in
Eq. 2.34, and recall from Eq. 2.35 that c˜ is given by
c˜ =
 c OO O
 , (4.6)
c =
cq OO cp
 . (4.7)
The goal from here is to expand the determinant in Eq. 4.5 and evaluate the limit
term-by-term. Using the definition of the determinant of a 4N × 4N matrix Ξ,
det [Ξ] =
4N∑
i1,...,i4N
i1...i4N
4N∏
j=1
Ξ ji j , (4.8)
and after noting that the lower half of c˜ contains only zeros, an expansion of the
determinant in Eq. 4.5 gives
D¯t
(
z0, z
′
0
)
= lim
cquantum→0
cclassical→∞

2N
N∏
j=F+1
j=N+F+1
[
1
c j j
] 4N∑
i1,...,i4N
i1...i4N
2N∏
j=1
[
KTji j + ic j jJ ji j
] 4N∏
j=2N+1
[
KTji j
]
1
2
.
(4.9)
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After the leading product on the right-hand side Eq. 4.9 is carried through the
summation, the only terms that survive the limit are those that are independent
of the elements of c. Every other term will either contain a parameter in the
numerator that tends to zero, or a parameter in the denominator that tends to
infinity. Evaluating the limit therefore gives
D¯t
(
z0, z
′
0
)
=

4N∑
i1,...,i4N
i1...i4N
2N
N∏
j=F+1
j=N+F+1
[
iJ ji j
] 4NN+FF∏
j=1
j=N+1
j=2N+1
[
KTji j
]
1
2
. (4.10)
Eq. 4.10 is equivalent to the determinant of matrix KT plus an additional matrix
Σ. The addition of Σ to KT effectively replaces j rows of matrix KT with the
corresponding rows of matrix iJ ∀ j ∈ [F + 1,N] and ∀ j ∈ [N + F + 1, 2N],
D¯t
(
z0, z
′
0
)
= det
[
KT +Σ
]
,
1
2 (4.11)
Σ =
Ω Ω
∗
O O
 , (4.12)
Ω jk =

i
(
1 − 12γ jk
)
δ jk F < j, k ≤ N
i
(
1 − 12γ−1jk
)
δ jk N + F < j, k < 2N
−12δ j−N,k N + F < j < 2N, F < k ≤ N
1
2δ j,k−N F < j ≤ N,N + F < k ≤ 2N
0 else.
(4.13)
Given that KT is invertible, Eq. 4.10 can equivalently be written as
D¯t
(
z0, z
′
0
)
= det
[
KT
] 1
2 det
[
I +Σ
(
KT
)−1] 12
. (4.14)
As shown in Appendix B, the leading term on the right-hand side of Eq. 4.14 is
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proportional to the product of HK prefactors. We therefore have
D¯t
(
z0, z
′
0
)
= (−1) N2 Ct
(
z0
)
C∗t
(
z′0
)
det
[
I +Σ
(
KT
)−1] 12
=Ct
(
z0
)
C∗t
(
z′0
)
Λt
(
z0, z
′
0
)
. (4.15)
Now substitute Eq. 4.15 into Eq. 4.4, and then substitute Eq. 4.4 into the MQC-
IVR time-correlation function. After evaluating the integrals over the primed
phase space variables associated with the classical dofs, i.e. over each z′j ∀ j ∈
[F + 1,N], we obtain AMQC-IVR:
CAB (t) =
1
(2pi)N+F
∫
dz0
∫
dz′1 . . .
∫
dz′F 〈z0|Aˆ|z′1 . . . z′FzF+1 . . . zN〉 Bz′tzt
×Ct
(
z0
)
C∗t
(
z′1, . . . , z
′
F , zF+1, . . . , zN
)
ei[S t(z0)−S t(z
′
1,...,z
′
F ,zF+1,...,zN)]
×Λt (z0, z′1, . . . , z′F) . (4.16)
In obtaining Eq. 4.16 from DHK-IVR we have reduced the dimensionality of the
double phase space integral from 4N to 2 (N + F). The initial phase space points
of the classical dofs are the same in each trajectory pair of the ensemble aver-
age, i.e. ∆ j = 0 ∀ j ∈ [F + 1,N] and ∀ j ∈ [N + F + 1, 2N], and the initial phase
space points of the quantum dofs are generally different. Using similar initial
conditions in this way ensures that, on average, the displacements between tra-
jectory pairs at later times, ∆t = z′t−zt, are much smaller than would otherwise be
without MFF. This can cause significant phase cancellation, and therefore accel-
erate convergence, but the remaining displacements among the quantum dofs
can give rise to enough phase information to preserve quantum mechanical ac-
curacy. One would therefore expect AMQC-IVR to be most efficient when the
ratio of classical to quantum dofs is large. One would also expect, in terms of ac-
curacy, that the AMQC-IVR approximation is more reliable when the coupling
between quantum and classical dofs is weak, since the phase contributions from
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classical dofs are less important when the classical dofs have a weaker influence
on the motion of the quantum dofs.
Like MQC-IVR, AMQC-IVR is a uniform SC-IVR method that offers mode-
specific quantization without any uncontrolled approximations in the feedback
forces between quantum and classical subsystems. In AMQC-IVR, however, the
dimensionality of the double phase space integral is significantly smaller and
there is no need to choose an optimal set of 2N tuning parameters. Additionally,
AMQC-IVR treats each dof in the extreme classical or quantum limits of SC-IVR
theory, which is more satisfying than MQC-IVR where each dof is arbitrarily
treated somewhere in between the extreme limits.
4.2 Separable Prefactor Approximation
For a system of non-interacting particles AMQC-IVR has a very appealing
analytical form that is much cheaper to compute than otherwise. This form can
also be the starting point for a variety of other useful methods and approxima-
tions. Given that, in an uncoupled system, the HK-IVR phase and prefactor are
separable,
Ct
(
z0
)
eiS t(z0) =
N∏
j=1
[
Ct
(
z0 j
)
eiS t
(
z0 j
)]
, (4.17)
where Ct
(
z0 j
)
and S t
(
z0 j
)
are the 1D HK-IVR prefactor and classical action for
the jth dof, respectively, one can use the stationary phase limit of MFF on each
classical dof independently in DHK-IVR, evaluate the integrals over z′j ∀ j ∈
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[F + 1,N], and obtain the uncoupled equivalent of AMQC-IVR:
CAB (t) =
1
(2pi)N+F
∫
dz0
∫
dz′1 . . .
∫
dz′F 〈z0|Aˆ|z′1 . . . z′FzF+1 . . . zN〉 Bz′tzt
×
F∏
j=1
[
Ct
(
z j
)
C∗t
(
z′j
)
ei
[
S t
(
z j
)
−S t
(
z′j
)]]
. (4.18)
A comparison of Eq. 4.16 with Eq. 4.18 shows that Λt in AMQC-IVR is equal to
unity in uncoupled systems,
Λt
(
z0, z
′
1, . . . , z
′
F , zF+1, . . . , zN
)
= 1. (4.19)
This shows that uncoupled AMQC-IVR does not contain any multidimensional
determinants, which is a very significant computational advantage since Λt is
the most expensive component of AMQC-IVR to compute. For this reason one
might expect that Eq. 4.19 can serve as a very efficient approximation to use in
Eq. 4.16 when simulating systems with weak coupling between quantum and
classical subsystems. We will refer to this as the separable prefactor (SP) ap-
proximation, and its efficiency should grow with larger system sizes, i.e. where
the cost of computing determinants is most expensive.
There are several other practical benefits of the SP approximation. One can
reduce computation time even further by propagating only a subset of the mon-
odromy matrix elements, i.e. those corresponding to the quantum dofs, albeit
approximately, rather than the entire 2N × 2N monodromy matrix. Like the SP
approximation itself, this additional approximation is increasingly valid as the
coupling between quantum and classical dofs tends to zero, and increasingly
efficient with a larger ratio of classical to quantum dofs. Furthermore, since the
SP approximation only contains HK-IVR prefactors it can utilize the (more effi-
cient) log-derivative form of Eq. 1.34 as well as a variety of approximations to
Eq. 1.34 that may prove useful in complex systems [124, 125].
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4.3 Numerical Tests
In this section we use three multidimensional model systems to showcase the
accuracy of AMQC-IVR. We begin by considering the 2D oscillator system of
Section 2.4. When the anharmonic mode is treated in the quantum limit and the
harmonic mode is treated in the classical limit, initial conditions are sampled
from
ρ1
(
z1, z′1
)
= N1
∣∣∣〈z1|zi1〉 〈zi1 |z′1〉∣∣∣ , (4.20)
ρ2 (z2) = N2
∣∣∣〈z2|zi2〉∣∣∣2 , (4.21)
respectively. When both modes are treated in the quantum limit initial condi-
tions are sampled from
ρ
(
z0, z
′
0
)
= N21
∣∣∣〈z0|zi〉 〈zi|z0〉∣∣∣ . (4.22)
And when both modes are treated in the classical limit with Husimi-IVR, initial
conditions are sampled from
ρ
(
z0
)
= N22
∣∣∣〈z0|zi〉∣∣∣2 . (4.23)
Constants N1 and N2 are for normalization.
The second model contains the same anharmonic mode of the previous
model, but now coupled to a bath of N − 1 harmonic oscillators. The Hamil-
tonian is given by
Hˆ =
pˆ21
2m1
+
1
2
m1ω21qˆ
2
1 − 0.1qˆ31 + 0.1qˆ41
+
N∑
j=2
 pˆ2j2m j + 12m jω2j
qˆ j − c jqˆ1m jω2j
2
 , (4.24)
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An Ohmic spectral density with an exponential cutoff is used for the bath,
J(ω) = ηωe−ω/ω1 , (4.25)
with coupling strength η. Again, the initial state of the system is a product of N
coherent states,
Ψ (x, 0) = 〈x|zi〉 (4.26)
=N
N∏
j=1
e−
γ j
2 (x j−q j)
2
+ip j(x j−q j), (4.27)
with N for normalization. The initial coherent states are centered at qi1 = 1.0,
pi1 = 0.0, and qi j = pi j = 0.0 ∀ j ∈ [2,N]. And the coherent state width parameter
of the jth dof is given by γ j = m jω j ∀ j. When the anharmonic mode is treated
in the quantum limit and all the bath modes are treated in the classical limit,
Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.21 are used to sample initial conditions, respectively. When
all dofs are treated in the classical limit with Husimi-IVR, we use Eq. 4.23 to
sample initial conditions. We use a bath of 12 oscillators and we take Bˆ = xˆ1 to
compute the position expectation value of the anharmonic mode as a function
of time.
The third model system is the widely used symmetric double well poten-
tial coupled to a thermal bath of N − 1 harmonic oscillators at T = 300K. The
Hamiltonian is given by
Hˆ =
pˆ21
2m1
− 1
2
m1ω2bqˆ
2
1 +
m21ω
4
b
16V‡0
qˆ41
+
N∑
j=2
 pˆ2j2m j + 12m jω2j
qˆ j − c jqˆ1m jω2j
2
 . (4.28)
The form of the spectral density is the same as in Eq. 4.25, and all numerical
parameters as well as the bath discretization scheme are specified elsewhere
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[126]. With this model we compute the thermal transmission coefficient of the
symmetric double-well, κ (T ), by means of a flux-side correlation function [127],
κ (T ) =
k(T )
kTSTcl (T )
(4.29)
=
1
kTSTcl (T )Qr(T )
lim
t→∞C f s(t), (4.30)
where kTSTcl (T ) is the classical transition state theory result, Qr(T ) is the parti-
tion function in the reactant well, and C f s(t) is the flux-side correlation function
characterized by
Aˆ = e−βHˆ/2Fˆe−βHˆ/2, (4.31)
Bˆ = hˆ. (4.32)
Eq. 4.31 contains the flux operator, Fˆ = i
[
Hˆ, hˆ
]
, and β = 1/kT with Boltzmann
constant k. In Eq. 4.32 hˆ is the unit step function specifying the dividing surface.
We take the symmetric double-well to be the only quantum dof, and we take
the remaining 12 harmonic bath modes to be classical dofs. In order to evaluate
the coherent state matrix element of Aˆ in Eq. 4.31 we make a normal-mode ap-
proximation at the transition state [58] so that the Hamiltonian is approximately
separable:
Hˆ ≈Hˆ1 +
N∑
j=2
Hˆ j, (4.33)
Hˆ1 =
pˆ21
2m
− 1
2
mλ‡2 xˆ21 + V
‡
0 , (4.34)
Hˆ j =
pˆ2j
2m j
+
1
2
m jλ2j xˆ
2
j . (4.35)
Frequencies λ‡ and λ j are the imaginary and real normal-mode frequencies at
the transition state, respectively. Under this approximation, the coherent state
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matrix element of Aˆ in Eq. 4.31 is given by
Az0z′0 =Fz1z′1
N∏
j=2
Bz jz′j , (4.36)
Fz1z′1 =
γ1
8m1
√
pi cos2 u‡
× [(p′1 + p1) /√γ1 − i√γ1 (q′1 − q1)]
×e− γ14 (q′21 +q21)e− 14γ1 (p′21 +p21)
×e i2 (p1+p′1)(q1−q′1)e−βV‡0 , (4.37)
Bz jz′j =e−
γ j
4
(
q2j+q
′2
j
)
e−
1
4γ j
(
p2j+p
′2
j
)
e
i
2
(
p jq j−p′jq′j
)
×e 12 e−2u j
[
γ jq jq′j+p jp
′
j/γ j+i
(
p′jq j−p jq′j
)]
e−u j , (4.38)
with u1 = β
∣∣∣λ‡∣∣∣ /2, u j = βλ j/2 ∀ j = 2 . . .N, and we choose γ1 = m1|λ‡| cot u‡ as
well as γ j = m jλ j ∀ j = 2 . . .N. With AMQC-IVR, however, only the diagonal
elements of Eq. 4.38 are needed:
〈z0|Aˆ|z′1 . . . z′FzF+1 . . . zN〉 = Fz1z′1
N∏
j=2
Bz jz j , (4.39)
Bz jz j = e−
γ j
2
(
1−e−2u j
)
q2je−
1
2γ j
(
1−e−2u j
)
p2je−u j . (4.40)
Initial conditions for the quantum and classical dofs are sampled from the fol-
lowing distributions,
ρ1
(
z1, z′1
)
= N1e−
γ1
4 (q′21 +q21)
×e− 14γ1 (p′21 +p21) (4.41)
ρ j
(
z j
)
= N jBz jz jeu j , (4.42)
respectively. Constants N1 and N j ∀ j ∈ (2, 13) are for normalization. The coher-
ent state matrix element of hˆ at time t is given by
hz′tzt =
1
2
[
Erf
(
1
2
αt
)
+ 1
]
〈z′t |zt〉 , (4.43)
αt =
√
γ1
(
qt1 + q
′
t1
)
− i
(
p′t1 − pt1
)
/
√
γ1, (4.44)
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where Erf (x) is the error function of x.
The position expectation value of the anharmonic mode in model 1 is plotted
as a function of time in Fig. 4.1 with three different coupling strengths.
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Figure 4.1: The average position of the anharmonic mode in model 1 as
a function of time, as computed with exact quantum (black,
dashed), Husimi-IVR (black), AMQC-IVR with one quantized
mode (blue), AMQC-IVR with one quantized mode under the
separable prefactor approximation (red), and AMQC-IVR with
two quantized modes (green). Each panel corresponds to a dif-
ferent coupling strength: (a) k = 0.5, (b) k = 1.5, and (c) k = 2.0.
The inset in (c) amplifies the correlation function from t = 55 to
t = 80.
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The rapid oscillations in the exact quantum results at long times are a result of
nuclear coherence, a feature that is clearly absent in the classical limit Husimi-
IVR results. AMQC-IVR does well in describing the quantum mechanical os-
cillations in each coupling region, and with consistent accuracy (see Table 4.1),
even when the quantum and classical modes are more strongly coupled. In
some cases the AMQC-IVR result is slightly damped relative to the exact result,
but the quantum mechanical features are still captured.
k 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Avg. % Error 1.0 1.07 0.96 0.91(0.31)
Table 4.1: The time-averaged (relative) % error of each AMQC-IVR result.
The result in parentheses was obtained after quantizing both the
anharmonic and harmonic dofs.
Also plotted in Fig. 4.1 are the AMQC-IVR results obtained with the SP ap-
proximation of Sec. 4.2. In Fig. 4.1(a) and (b) these results are nearly identical to
the AMQC-IVR results without an approximate prefactor. Some of the long-
time oscillations are captured by the SP approximation in Fig. 4.1(c), where
the coupling is strongest, but the result is clearly less accurate (see Table 4.2).
Though the SP approximation appears to be accurate in this model system, its
efficiency should proliferate in larger systems where the computational cost of
computing prefactors grows quickly.
k 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Avg. % Error 0.81 1.06 1.53 1.85
Table 4.2: The time-averaged (relative) % error of each AMQC-IVR result
with the SP approximation.
Fig. 4.1(c) also shows 〈xˆ1〉t as computed with AMQC-IVR when all modes are
treated in the quantum limit. Since all dofs are quantized here, this is formally
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equivalent to using DHK-IVR of Eq. 2.26, but the AMQC-IVR prefactor was
used during computation. The result is nearly identical to the exact quantum
result at all times. This reveals that unobserved dofs, i.e. those not measured
by operator Bˆ, contribute important phase information to the correlation func-
tion when more strongly coupled to the observed dofs. This is intuitive since,
in a more strongly coupled system, the dynamics of unobserved dofs should
more strongly influence the dynamics of observed dofs. This analysis suggests
that AMQC-IVR can be systematically improved toward the DHK-IVR limit in
multidimensional systems.
The average position of the anharmonic mode of the system-bath model
characterized by the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.24 is plotted in Fig. 4.2 as a function
of time. Each panel corresponds to a different coupling strength η between the
anharmonic dof and the harmonic bath.
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Figure 4.2: The average position of the anharmonic mode in model 2 as
computed with AMQC-IVR (blue) and Husimi-IVR (red) with
a reduced coupling strength of (a) η/mω1 = 0.001, (b) η/mω1 =
0.01, and (c) η/mω1 = 1.0. The exact quantum result (black,
dashed) of the 1D anharmonic oscillator in the absence of cou-
pling to the bath is shown as well. Panel (a) also contains the
AMQC-IVR result with the SP approximation (green).
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In Fig. 4.2(a), where the coupling between the system and bath is very weak,
the AMQC-IVR result is very similar to the exact quantum result of the uncou-
pled anharmonic oscillator. The slight damping effect seen in the amplitudes is
likely attributable to the influence of the harmonic environment. The classical
Husimi-IVR result, on the other hand, appears to fail at all but very short times.
This suggests that AMQC-IVR is accurate when the coupling between quantum
and classical dofs is sufficiently weak. This is a very appealing result since a full
SC treatment of such a highly multidimensional system, such as with DHK-IVR,
is generally impossible. Furthermore, only about 105 trajectory pairs (or fewer
in the strong coupling case) were required to converge the results in Fig. 4.2.
In Fig. 4.2(b), where the coupling is 10× stronger than in Fig. 4.2(a), the os-
cillatory features of the AMQC-IVR result are still similar to that of the exact
uncoupled result, but with significantly more damping. Again, the damping
effect is likely attributable to a stronger influence from the harmonic bath. In
Fig. 4.2(c), where the coupling is 103× stronger than in Fig. 4.2(a), the AMQC-
IVR result more closely resembles the classical Husimi-IVR result, with slight
deviations from about t = 30 and beyond. The similarity between AMQC-IVR
and Husimi-IVR results in Fig. 4.2(c) is expected considering that a strong in-
fluence from the bath should damp away interference effects contained in the
system.
Also plotted in Fig. 4.2(a) is the AMQC-IVR result with the SP approxima-
tion. Computation under this approximation was approximately 4× faster than
without. In this model system, however, even when the coupling strength is
as weak as η = 0.001, the SP approximation appears to be only valid at short-
times. And though some oscillatory behavior is present at later times, the SP
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approximation only offers marginal improvement to the classical limit result.
The thermal transmission coefficient of the system-bath model characterized
by the Hamiltonian in Eq. 4.28 is plotted in Fig. 4.3 as a function of the reduced
coupling strength η/mωb.
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Figure 4.3: The AMQC-IVR (red) thermal transmission coefficient of
model 3 at T = 300K as a function of the reduced coupling
strength. Exact path integral results (black) are obtained from
a previous study [126].
Fig. 4.3 shows that AMQC-IVR is quantitatively accurate in the weak cou-
pling regime and it nicely captures the turn-over region around η/mωb = 0.6,
but begins to increasingly underestimate κ in the strong coupling regime for
η/mωb > 0.8. The failure of AMQC-IVR in the strong coupling regime is most
likely due to the removal of important phase contributions from bath dofs by
MFF. This can be rationalized by noting that FB-IVR [58], which contains more
phase contributions from bath dofs than in AMQC-IVR, has shown to be consis-
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tently accurate across all coupling regimes when applied to this model system.
However, as mentioned in Chapter 2, FB implementations are far more cum-
bersome to implement as opposed to DF implementations like AMQC-IVR. In
a weak-coupling limit, therefore, the latter methodology is the favorable choice.
Furthermore, as suggested in Fig. 4.1(c), it is possible that the AMQC-IVR re-
sults in Fig. 4.3 can be systematically improved toward the DHK-IVR limit by
quantizing well-chosen bath modes, but a systematic procedure to achieve this
is ongoing work.
Fig. 4.4 plots the thermal transmission coefficient in a weak coupling limit,
η/mωb = 0.05, as a function of time with AMQC-IVR as well as AMQC-IVR with
the SP approximation.
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Figure 4.4: The thermal transmission coefficient of model 3 at T = 300K
as a function of time, with η/mωb = 0.05, as computed with
AMQC-IVR (black) and with AMQC-IVR with the SP approxi-
mation (red).
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The latter is slightly damped relative to the former, particularly in the second
peak around t = 6000, but the two results converge to the same rate in the long-
time limit. Since the AMQC-IVR prefactor includes a large determinant in this
model, the SP approximation offers a large reduction in computational expense
here. When using 12 classical bath modes, as is used to generate Fig. 4.4, the
SP approximation is about 4× faster than without. When doubling the num-
ber of classical bath modes to 24, which does not visibly effect the rate, the SP
approximation is about 7× faster than without. This analysis shows that the
SP approximation can be very reliable and efficient in large systems when the
coupling between quantum and classical subsystems is weak.
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CHAPTER 5
SEMICLASSICAL NONADIABATIC DYNAMICS
Many dynamical problems in chemical physics are greatly simplified un-
der the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [128] (BOA), where it assumed that
nuclear and electronic motion occurs on very different timescales. Under this
approximation we state that the wavefunction Ψ describing the entire vibronic
system is separable into a nuclear component ψN and an electronic component
ψe,
Ψ = ψN ⊗ ψe. (5.1)
Evolution of the nuclear system is therefore carried out on a single adiabatic
electronic potential energy surface, without the concern of coupling and transi-
tions to different surfaces.
There are, however, a variety of interesting chemical problems where nu-
clear and electronic motion occurs on similar time-scales. This kind of motion
can be common in systems with narrowly-separated electronic surfaces and a
large number of nuclear dofs, in photochemical problems with large molecules,
in hot-electron generation at metal surfaces, charge transfer processes, proton-
coupled electron transfer reactions, and any process in the vicinity of a conical
intersection [2, 4, 5, 8, 109, 129–131]. In such electronically nonadiabatic systems,
where nuclear motion now occurs on multiple adiabatic electronic potential en-
ergy surfaces, the BOA is no longer valid.
A variety of methods have therefore been developed over the past few
decades in order to study electronically nonadiabatic systems. Some notable
approaches are based on exact quantum time-propagation [132–135], symmet-
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rical quasi-classical windowing [136], MQC Liouville methods [137–139], the
Ehrenfest model [129, 140], surface hopping [141–146], partial linearization of
the density matrix [147], and path-integral based methods like RPMD and CMD
[95, 97, 148–153]. Of these methods, however, those based on exact quantum
evolution are generally limited to a small number of dofs, and the more ap-
proximate methods generally fail at describing nuclear coherence. The various
SC-IVR methods mentioned earlier in this study have also shown promise in
describing aspects of nonadiabatic systems [54, 59, 75, 154–156], but these meth-
ods also tend to either fail at describing nuclear coherence, are limited to small
systems, or are slow to implement (as compared to the DF methods presented
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4).
In this chapter we showcase the applicability of MQC-IVR to the study of
nonadiabatic systems. As with several of the methods mentioned in the pre-
vious paragraph, we use the Meyer-Miller-Stock-Thoss (MM-ST) Hamiltonian
for vibronic systems in order to represent discrete electronic state information in
terms of continuous cartesian variables, granting the ability evolve the entire vi-
bronic system with the classical equations of motion in a dynamically consistent
way. We begin by reviewing the MM-ST Hamiltonian as well as a symplectic in-
tegration algorithm for propagating trajectories under its influence. Finally, we
compute nuclear and electronic properties of a nonadiabatic model system us-
ing MQC-IVR with various sets of tuning parameters.
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5.1 MM-ST Hamiltonian
Meyer and Miller [111] originally devised the so-called classical analog of the
electronic Hamiltonian as a means to treat both nuclear and electronic dofs on
the same dynamical footing. Begin by considering the full quantum mechanical
Hamiltonian of an F-level system,
H =
∑
j
P2j
2m j
+ Hel, (5.2)
Hel =
F∑
n,m
|n〉Vnm (R) 〈m| , (5.3)
where Hel is the electronic Hamiltonian and Vnm (R) are elements of the diabatic
electronic potential energy matrix parametrized by the nuclear coordinates R.
When written in the basis of electronic states {|n〉}, the total wavefunction is
given by
|ψ (t)〉 =
F∑
n
cn (t) |n〉 . (5.4)
Equations of motion for the complex expansion coefficients {cn (t)} in Eq. 5.4 can
be derived from the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,
ic˙n (t) =
F∑
m
Vnm (R) cm (t) . (5.5)
Now define the complex expansion coefficients in terms of real classical action-
angle variables {ηn} and {qn},
cn (t) =
√
ηn (t)e−iqn(t). (5.6)
It follows that the expectation value of the electronic Hamiltonian is given by
〈Hel〉ψ = 〈ψ (t) |Hel|ψ (t)〉 (5.7)
=
F∑
nm
√
ηnηmei(qn−qm)Vnm (R) . (5.8)
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When 〈Hel〉ψ is considered as a classical electronic Hamiltonian, it follows that
the action-angle variables {ηn} and {qn} evolve according to Hamilton’s equations
of motion,
q˙n (t) =
∂
∂ηn
〈Hel〉ψ , (5.9)
η˙n (t) = − ∂
∂qn
〈Hel〉ψ : (5.10)
a set of 2F equations that are identical to the F equations of Eq. 5.5. Meyer
and Miller [111] therefore established a classical Hamiltonian for the complete
vibronic system. After making a canonical transformation from action-angle
variables to cartesian coordinates in phase space, and after including the nuclear
kinetic energy term, this classical Hamiltonian can be written as
H =
∑
j
P2j
2m j
+
1
2
xTVx +
1
2
pTVp − 1
2
Tr [V] . (5.11)
A given vector in phase space, z, containing both nuclear and electronic dofs
will therefore evolve according to
z˙ = J∇zH, (5.12)
where J is the structure matrix,
J =
O I−I O
 , (5.13)
and∇z is the gradient with respect to the phase space variables.
Several years later, Stock and Thoss [53, 112] devised a mapping procedure
that confirmed the Meyer-Miller approximation as mathematically rigorous.
The idea is to map the diabatic states on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.3 onto the
singly-excited harmonic oscillator basis with the following mapping relations,
|n〉 〈m| 7→a†nam, (5.14)
|n〉 7→ |01 . . . 1n . . . 0F〉 , (5.15)
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where am and a†n are creation and annihilation operators of the harmonic oscilla-
tor, respectively, and |01 . . . 1n . . . 0F〉 is a state of F−1 harmonic oscillators in their
ground state and a single excitation in the nth oscillator. After using the mapping
procedure on Eq. 5.3, and after expressing the harmonic oscillator creation and
annihilation operators in terms of position and momentum operators, we re-
cover the Meyer-Miller Hamiltonian of Eq. 5.11. Eq. 5.11 is therefore referred to
as the MM-ST Hamiltonian.
Though the MM-ST Hamiltonian of Eq. 5.11 can be used to evolve classical
trajectories in vibronic systems in a completely dynamically consistent manner,
we desire an integration algorithm that satisfies the facets of classical mechanics
(such as conservation of energy, Liouville’s theorem, etc.). Namely, we wish to
conserve the symplecticity criterion given by
MTJ−1M = J−1, (5.16)
where M is the full 2N×2N monodromy matrix of a given trajectory. Commonly
used integration schemes such as the Runge-Kutta method and predictor-
corrector algorithms do not satisfy Eq. 5.16. The difficulty in defining an in-
tegration algorithm that satisfies Eq. 5.16 is mainly due to the coupling between
the electronic phase space variables
(
x and p
)
, which we will refer to as the map-
ping variables, with the nuclear positions R. In the following section we review
an integration algorithm, which we call the MInt algorithm [82, 157], that is ex-
actly symplectic.
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5.2 MInt Algorithm
5.2.1 Evolution Flow Map
The MInt algorithm [82, 157] relies on the following feature of classical
mechanics: when the total Hamiltonian is decomposed into a sum of sub-
Hamiltonians, a symmetric composition of exact evolutions under the sub-
Hamiltonians results in an approximate evolution under the total Hamiltonian
that is exactly symplectic [158]. The MM-ST Hamiltonian is therefore divided
into two sub-Hamiltonians H1 and H2:
H =H1 + H2, (5.17)
H1 =
∑
j
P2j
2m j
, (5.18)
H2 =
1
2
xTVx +
1
2
pTVp − 1
2
Tr [V] . (5.19)
We now define a symmetric composition of evolutions under the two sub-
Hamiltonians,
ΨH,∆t = ΦH1,∆t/2 ◦ ΦH2,∆t ◦ ΦH1,∆t/2. (5.20)
In Eq. 5.20, ΨH,∆t is an approximate flow map for evolution under the total
Hamiltonian H for time ∆t, and ΦHi,∆t is an exact flow map for evolution un-
der sub-Hamiltonian Hi for time ∆t. A flow map is a function which takes in
a phase space point z0 and returns the time-evolved point zt under a specified
dynamics: zt = ΦH,∆t
(
z0
)
. The empty circles on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.20
signify the composition operation: f ◦ g
(
z0
)
= f
(
g
(
z0
))
. In words, Eq. 5.20 de-
scribes the evolution of the system under H1 for half a time step, followed by
evolution under H2 for a full time step, and evolution under H1 again for half
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a time step. And since each evolution under the sub-Hamiltonians is exactly
symplectic, the total evolution under the full Hamiltonian is exactly symplectic
as well [82, 158].
It is possible to swap the sub-Hamiltonians H1 and H2 in Eq. 5.20 and define
a similar symplectic algorithm for time evolution under the MM-ST Hamilto-
nian. But the equations of motion for evolution under H1, i.e. free particle mo-
tion for the nuclear dofs, are much cheaper to solve than those corresponding
to H2. Therefore the sequence of evolutions described in Eq. 5.20 requires the
least amount of work. The following section derives the equations of motion in
detail.
5.2.2 Equations of Motion
As mentioned above, evolution under sub-Hamiltonian H1 is equivalent to free
particle motion for the nuclei,
R˙ j =
∂H
∂P j
=P j/m j, (5.21)
∀ j nuclear dofs, and all other phase space variables held constant. Integration
of Eq. 5.21 for half a time step gives
R j (∆t/2) = R j (0) + P j (0)
∆t
2m j
. (5.22)
Most SC quantities also require evolution of the classical action. Integration of
the classical action for half a time step under H1 evolution gives
S (∆t/2) = S (0) +
∑
j
P2j∆t
4m j
. (5.23)
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The sum on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.23 is over all nuclear dofs, and m j are
the corresponding masses. Hamilton’s equations of motion for evolution under
H2 are given by the following,
x˙ =
∂H2
∂p
=V (R)p, (5.24)
p˙ = − ∂H2
∂x
= − V (R) x, (5.25)
P˙ j = − ∂H2
∂R j
= − 1
2
(x − ip)V j (R) (x + ip) + 12Tr
[
V j (R)
]
, (5.26)
with fixed R. Note that we define V j (R) as the derivative of the diabatic elec-
tronic potential energy matrix with respect to the position of the jth nuclear dof:
V j (R) := ∂∂R jV (R).
Since there is no nuclear momenta dependence in the equations of motion
for the mapping variables in Eq. 5.24 and Eq. 5.25, the approach from here is to
first solve for x and p, and then use those solutions to compute P j analytically.
Combining and solving Eq. 5.24 and Eq. 5.25 gives [134, 159]
[
x (∆t) + ip (∆t)
]
= e−iV(R)∆t
[
x (0) + ip (0)
]
. (5.27)
For computational purposes, however, it is more convenient to rotate V (R) into
the adiabatic basis, STVS = Λ, and write Eq. 5.27 equivalently as
x (∆t) =Cx (0) − Dp (0) , (5.28)
p (∆t) =Cp (0) + Dx (0) (5.29)
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with
C :=S cos (Λ∆t)ST, (5.30)
D :=S sin (−Λ∆t)ST. (5.31)
For convenience we remove from the notation the R-dependence of V, S,Λ, and
related matrices. We can now use the solutions for the mapping variables to
solve for the nuclear momenta. Integration of Eq. 5.26 for a full time step, and
using Eq. 5.27 gives
P j (∆t) = P j (0) − 12
∫ ∆t
0
dt
{[
x (0) − ip (0)] e+iV∆tV je−iV∆t [x (0) + ip (0)] − Tr [V j]} .
(5.32)
We proceed by rotating the two matrix exponentials on the right-hand side of
Eq. 5.32 into the adiabatic basis. And after defining
W j := STV jS, (5.33)
Eq. 5.32 then reduces to
P j (∆t) =P j (0) − 12
[
x (0) − ip (0)]S [∫ ∆t
0
dte+iΛ∆tW je−iΛ∆t
]
ST
[
x (0) + ip (0)
]
+
1
2
Tr
[
V j
]
∆t. (5.34)
The integral in Eq. 5.34 can now be evaluated analytically,∫ ∆t
0
dte+iΛ∆tW je−iΛ∆t = Γ j + iΞ j, (5.35)
∀ j nuclear dofs. The elements of the real-symmetric matrix Γ j and the real
skew-symmetric matrix Ξ j are given by
(
Γ j
)
mn
=

(
W j
)
mn
∆t m = n
1
λmn
sin (λmn∆t)
(
W j
)
mn
m , n,
(5.36)
(
Ξ j
)
mn
=

0 m = n
1
λmn
[1 − cos (λmn∆t)]
(
W j
)
mn
m , n,
(5.37)
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respectively. Using the right-hand side of Eq. 5.35 in Eq. 5.34, and after defining
matrices
E j :=SΓ jST, (5.38)
F j :=SΞ jST, (5.39)
∀ j nuclear dofs, we obtain the solution for nuclear momenta under H2 evolution
for time ∆t:
P j (∆t) =P j (0) − 12x
T (0)E jx (0) − 12p
T (0)E jp (0) + xT (0)F jp (0) +
1
2
Tr
[
V j
]
∆t.
(5.40)
The classical action is then completely evolved for time ∆t with
S (∆t) = S (∆t/2) +
[
pTx˙ − H2
]
∆t +
∑
j
P2j∆t
4m j
. (5.41)
5.2.3 Monodromy Matrix Elements
Most SC methods that contain complex prefactors also contain elements of the
monodromy matrix. In this section we derive the monodromy matrix elements
corresponding to evolution described in the approximate flowmap of Eq. 5.20.
For free particle evolution under sub-Hamiltonian H1 for half a time step, the
monodromy matrix MH1 is sparse. The diagonal elements of MH1 are unity, and
all off-diagonal elements are equal to zero save the following,
(
MH1
)
R jPk =
∆t
2m j
δ jk, (5.42)
∀ j, k nuclear dofs. Due to the coupling between the mapping variables and nu-
clear positions, the monodromy matrix MH2 corresponding to evolution under
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sub-Hamiltonian H2 is more complicated. But analytical solutions are obtain-
able. First, using the mapping variable solutions of Eq. 5.28 and Eq. 5.29 it is
trivial to show that
Mxx (∆t) =C, (5.43)
Mxp (∆t) = − D, (5.44)
Mpx (∆t) =D, (5.45)
Mpp (∆t) =C. (5.46)
Note that the monodromy matrix elements described in Eq. 5.43-Eq. 5.46, and
the monodromy matrix elements described in the following equations, Eq. 5.47-
Eq. 5.53, apply only to MH2 . We drop the H2 subscript from the notation for sim-
plicity, then replace it later in Eq. 5.57. Next, taking the derivatives of Eq. 5.40
with respect to the initial mapping variables gives
MP jx (∆t) = −
[
xT (0)E j + pT (0)F j
]
, (5.47)
MP jp (∆t) = −
[
pT (0)E j − xT (0)F j
]
. (5.48)
Taking the derivatives of Eq. 5.28 and Eq. 5.29 with respect to the position of the
jth nuclear dof then gives
MxR j (∆t) =C jx (0) − D jp (0) , (5.49)
MpR j (∆t) =C jp (0) + D jx (0) , (5.50)
∀ j nuclear dofs. In Eq. 5.49 and Eq. 5.50 we also define
C j :=
∂
∂R j
C
=S j cos (Λ∆t)ST − S sin (Λ∆t)Λ j∆tST +
[
S j cos (Λ∆t)ST
]T
, (5.51)
D j :=
∂
∂R j
D
= − S j sin (Λ∆t)ST − S cos (Λ∆t)Λ j∆tST −
[
S j sin (Λ∆t)ST
]T
. (5.52)
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Finally, there is the derivative of Eq. 5.40 with respect to the jth nuclear position,
MP jRk (∆t) = −
1
2
[
xT (0)E jkx (0) + pT (0)E jkp (0) − 2xT (0)F jkp (0)
]
+
1
2
Tr
[
V jk
]
∆t,
(5.53)
∀ j nuclear dofs. In Eq. 5.53 we also define
V jk :=
∂
∂Rk
V j (5.54)
E jk :=
∂
∂Rk
E j
=SkΓ jST + SΓ jkST +
(
SkΓ jST
)T
(5.55)
F jk :=
∂
∂Rk
F j
=SkΞ jST + SΞ jkST +
(
SkΞ jST
)T
. (5.56)
All of the remaining off-diagonal elements of MH2 are equal to zero, and the
remaining diagonal elements are equal to unity. With all of the elements of MH1
and MH2 defined, the entire monodromy matrix can be evolved under the full
MM-ST Hamiltonian for time ∆t with the following,
M (∆t) = MH1MH2MH1 . (5.57)
5.2.4 Step-by-step Algorithm
In this section we use the flowmap of Eq. 5.20 and the previously derived so-
lutions to the equations of motion to outline the steps of the MInt algorithm in
detail.
1. Initialize the full monodromy matrix to unity, M (0) = I, and the classical
action to zero, S (0) = 0. Set the monodromy matrix for H1 evolution MH1
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to the identity matrix plus off-diagonal elements given by Eq. 5.42. MH1
remains in this form ∀ t.
2. Evolve nuclear positions and the classical action for half a timestep with
Eq. 5.22 and Eq. 5.23, respectively.
3. With the updated nuclear positions compute V as well as its eigenvalues,
eigenvectors, derivative eigenvalues, and derivative eigenvectors.
4. Evolve the mapping variables with Eq. 5.28 and Eq. 5.29, and the nuclear
momenta with Eq. 5.40.
5. Use Eq. 5.42-Eq. 5.50 and Eq. 5.53 to define the monodromy matrix for
evolution under H2, MH2 . The remaining diagonal elements are unity and
all other elements are zero. Evolve the entire monodromy matrix with
Eq. 5.57.
6. Evolve the classical action with Eq. 5.41.
7. Evolve the nuclear positions again for half a timestep with Eq. 5.22.
8. Repeat steps 2-7 as needed.
5.2.5 Other Properties
It can also be shown [82] that the MInt algorithm is symmetric and time re-
versible, both properties of exact Hamiltonian evolution. Like the velocity Ver-
let algorithm, it is second order in time step ∆t and will therefore conserve en-
ergy with fluctuations of O
(
∆t2
)
without drifting. The algorithm is also explicit
and, being symplectic, automatically satisfies Liouville’s theorem. In addition,
as noted for exact evolution under the MM-ST Hamiltonian [111], the MInt al-
gorithm exactly conserves G := xTx+pTp and is therefore unitary, i.e., conserves
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total electronic probability
F∑
n=1
Pn = 12
F∑
n=1
x2n + p
2
n − 1, (5.58)
for any length of time step. It is also invariant to the overall phase (or angle) of
the mapping variables, i.e., the transformation
(x˜ + ip˜) = e−iθ (x + ip) , (5.59)
where θ is a scalar. We note that this algorithm immediately extends to Hamil-
tonians containing a sum of Meyer-Miller-like terms such as the ring polymer
Hamiltonians [82].
5.2.6 Numerical Performance
Here we test the numerical performance of the MInt algorithm on a two-state
model system with one nuclear dof. Elements of the diabatic electronic potential
energy matrix for this system are given by
V11(R) =V1 (1 + tanh [R]) , (5.60)
V22(R) =V2 (1 − tanh [R]) , (5.61)
V12(R) =ae−(R+b)
2
, (5.62)
and R is the nuclear coordinate. We choose V1 = 0.04, V2 = 0.01, a = 0.005, and
b = 0.7. The surfaces and coupling provided in Eq. 5.60 through Eq. 5.62 are
plotted in Fig. 5.1 as a function of the nuclear coordinate.
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Figure 5.1: Elements of the diabatic electronic potential energy matrix are
plotted as a function of the nuclear coordinate: V11 (R) (black),
V22 (R) (gray), and V12 (R) = V21 (R) (red).
In Fig. 5.2 we compare how the energy of a single trajectory behaves when
computed with the MInt algorithm and when computed with a non-symplectic
Adams predictor-corrector algorithm.
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Figure 5.2: A comparison of how (a) the Mint algorithm and (b) the Adams
propagator conserves energy along a single trajectory. Each
curve corresponds to a different timestep ∆t used during the
simulation: 0.75 (purple), 1.5 (green), 3.0 (red), and 6.0 (blue).
The initial conditions of the trajectory are provided in Table 5.1.
Dof Initial Position Initial Momentum
Nuclear −5.0 19.9
MV1 −√3 0.0
MV2 1.0 0.0
Table 5.1: The initial phase space points of the test trajectory.
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We chose a trajectory whose nuclear component originates at the center of the
nuclear wavepacket. The initial phase space points of the mapping variables
were chosen so that the population estimators Pn = 12
(
x2n + p
2
n − 1
)
for the lower
and upper electronic states (to the left of the crossing) are equal to one and zero,
respectively. The quantity we use to compare energy conservation between the
two integration schemes is defined as
δE = 1 − E (0) /E (t) . (5.63)
Ideally δE should be zero at all times, but it is characteristic of a symplectic al-
gorithm that δE oscillates about zero and does not drift over time [158], and the
deviations of δE from zero are generally smaller with smaller time steps. It is
clear from Fig. 5.2(a) that the MInt algorithm exhibits each of these characteris-
tics; δE clearly oscillates around zero, particularly in the interaction region from
time t = 200 to t = 1000, it does not drift, and its oscillations are diminished
with smaller time steps. Note that the oscillations in δE are far less pronounced
outside the interaction region, but this is intuitive considering that the poten-
tial energy surfaces of this model are flat and practically decoupled outside the
interaction region.
Fig. 5.2(b) also plots δE as a function of time, but now computed with the
Adams propagator. Clearly the Adams propagator does not exhibit characteris-
tics of a symplectic integrator. Particularly for longer time steps, δE in Fig. 5.2(b)
starts to dramatically drift from zero around the middle of the interaction re-
gion at t = 500, and does not return. And while the curve in Fig. 5.2(b) that
corresponds to the smallest time step appears to be satisfactory, it still exhibits
a subtle drifting effect.
Our second numerical test is for symplecticity, so we define the follow-
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ing quantity to compare conservation of symplecticity between integration
schemes,
δM = maxval
[
MTJ−1M − J−1
]
. (5.64)
By computing Eq. 5.64 along the trajectory we can determine the extent to which
the given algorithm conserves the symplecticity criterion of Eq. 5.16. For the
same trajectory as before we plot δM in Fig. 5.3(a) as computed with the MInt
algorithm, and in Fig. 5.3(b) as computed with the Adams propagator.
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Figure 5.3: A comparison of how (a) the MInt algorithm and (b) the
Adams propagator conserves the symplecticity criterion δM
along a single trajectory. Each curve corresponds to a differ-
ent timestep ∆t used during the simulation: 0.75 (purple), 1.5
(green), 3.0 (red), and 6.0 (blue).
We see in Fig. 5.3(a) that deviations in δM from zero are on the order of ma-
chine precision for each time step used. This likely explains why the largest
deviations occur when using a smaller time step, since more arithmetic is re-
quired when using a finer time grid. In any case, Fig. 5.3(a) shows that the MInt
algorithm can sufficiently conserve the symplecticity criterion over a variety of
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time steps. This is a much more appealing result than is shown in Fig. 5.3(b)
where the Adams propagator is used to compute δM. In this case, a smaller
time step gives a better result but the deviations of δM from zero are on the or-
der of 10−3 through 10−5, much larger than those found with the MInt algorithm
in Fig. 5.3(a).
5.3 Nonadiabatic Dynamics with MQC-IVR
In this section we apply MQC-IVR and the MInt algorithm to the model non-
adiabatic system described in Sec. 5.2.6. The initial state of the system is taken
to be a nuclear coherent state that completely populates the lower electronic
surface to the left of the interaction region. The upper surface to the left of the
interaction region is initially unoccupied. The initial position-space wavefunc-
tion is therefore given by
Ψ0 (R, x1, x2) = 〈R|RiPi〉 〈x1|11〉 〈x2|02〉
=
(
γ
pi
) 1
4
e−
γ
2 (R−Ri)2+iPi(R−Ri)
×
(
2
pi
) 1
2
x2e−
1
2 x
2
1− 12 x22 , (5.65)
and we choose Ri = −5.0, Pi = 19.9, and γ = 0.25. Operator Aˆ is then taken to
be Aˆ = |RiPi1102〉 〈RiPi1102|. In this section we take cp = cq = c in all simulations.
When using elements of c less than 0.5, initial conditions are sampled from the
following distribution,
ρ1
(
z0, z
′
0
)
=N1e−
γ
4 (R0−Ri)
2− γ4 (R′0−Ri)
2
e−
1
4γ (P0−Pi)
2− 14γ (P′0−Pi)
2
×e− 16 (x210+x′210)e− 16 (p210+p′210)e− 14 (x220+x′220)e− 14 (p220+p′220), (5.66)
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and for all other choices of tuning parameters the initial conditions are sampled
from a correlated sampling distribution,
ρ2
(
z0, z
′
0
)
=N2e−
γ
4 (R¯0−Ri)
2− 14γ (P¯0−Pi)
2
e−
cN
2 ∆
2
R−
cN
2 ∆
2
P
×e− 16 x¯210− 16 p¯210e− c12 ∆2x1− c12 ∆2p1e− 14 x¯220− 14 p¯220e− c22 ∆2x2− c22 ∆2p2 . (5.67)
Constants N1 and N2 are for normalization. We take cN to be the tuning param-
eter associated with the nuclear dof, and parameters c1 and c2 are the tuning
parameters associated with the two mapping variables. In each simulation of
this section we take c1 = c2 = ce. With operator Bˆ defined as Bˆ = δ
(
P f − Pˆ
)
,
we compute the particle’s nuclear momentum distribution after the particle tra-
verses the interaction region. The coherent state matrix element of operator Bˆ
is
〈z′t |δ
(
P f − Pˆ
)
|zt〉 = 〈z′t |P f 〉 〈P f |zt〉
=
(
1
γpi
) 1
2
e−
1
2γ
(
P f−P′t
)2
+iP fR
′
te−
1
2γ
(
P f−Pt
)2−iP fRt
×
2∏
j=1
e−
1
4
(
x′t j−xt j
)2− 14 (p′t j−pt j)2+ i2 (x′t j+xt j)(p′t j−pt j). (5.68)
When using MQC-IVR to compute the population of the kth electronic state we
define operator Bˆ as Bˆ = |1k0 j〉 〈1k0 j| with k , j. The matrix element of operator
Bˆ in this case is given by
〈z′t |1k0 j〉 〈1k0 j|zt〉 =
1
2
(
xtk + iptk
) (
x′tk − ip′tk
)
×e− 14 (x2t1+p2t1+x2t2+p2t2)e− i2 (pt1xt1+pt2xt2)
×e− 14 (x′2t1+p′2t1+x′2t2+p′2t2)e+ i2 (p′t1x′t1+p′t2x′t2)
× 〈R′tP′t |RtPt〉 . (5.69)
Fig. 5.4(a) plots the diabatic surfaces and the coupling between them. And
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in Fig. 5.4(b)-(d) we plot the nuclear momentum distribution of the particle in
the long-time limit, each with a different set of tuning parameters.
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Figure 5.4: Panel (a) plots the diabatic surfaces and coupling of the model
system. Panels (b)-(d) plot the nuclear momentum distribution
obtained with exact quantum (black) and MQC-IVR with dif-
ferent sets of tuning parameters. In panel (b) we vary cN = ce,
in (c) we fix cN = 0.01 and vary ce, and in (d) we fix ce = 0.01
and vary cN . Each color corresponds to a different value of the
varied tuning parameter: 0.01 (red), 0.05 (green), 0.1 (blue), 0.5
(purple), 1.0 (orange), 10.0 (cyan), 100.0 (pink). Panel (b) also
contains the Husimi-IVR result (black, dashed).
In Fig. 5.4(b), where each dof is treated with the same tuning parameter, it is
clear that MQC-IVR smoothly interpolates between the discrete peak structure
of the exact quantum result and the single broad distribution of the classical
Husimi-IVR result. Furthermore, we show in Table 5.2 that an increase in the
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tuning parameter coincides with computational savings, as expected.
cN = ce Ntra j
0.01 3 × 108
0.05 2 × 108
0.1 1 × 108
0.5 9 × 107
1.0 2 × 107
10.0 6 × 106
100.0 1.2 × 106
Table 5.2: The approximate number of trajectories needed for graphical
convergence of the MQC-IVR results appearing in Fig. 5.4(b),
where the nuclear and electronic dofs are treated with the same
value of tuning parameter.
The MQC-IVR results of Fig. 5.4(c) and Fig. 5.4(d) were obtained by quan-
tizing the nuclear and electronic dofs to different extents. In Fig. 5.4(c) we fix
the nuclear tuning parameter near the quantum limit, cN = 0.01, and vary the
tuning parameter associated with the mapping variables. Reasonable results
are obtained when ce is as high as 0.1, but for ce > 0.1 we see spurious peaks
appear in unphysical regions of P f . Interestingly, the envelope of these spuri-
ous peaks appears to resemble the shape of the Husimi-IVR result in Fig. 5.4(b).
As was seen with the results in Fig. 5.4(b), we see in Table 5.3 that, even the
though nuclear tuning parameter is fixed near the quantum limit, an increase in
the value of the tuning parameter associated with the mapping variables results
in computational savings.
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ce Ntra j
0.05 8 × 107
0.1 5 × 107
0.5 1 × 107
1.0 6 × 106
10.0 2 × 106
100.0 1 × 106
Table 5.3: The approximate number of trajectories needed for graphical
convergence of the MQC-IVR results appearing in Fig. 5.4(c),
where the nuclear tuning parameter is fixed near the quantum
limit, cN = 0.01, and the tuning parameter associated with the
mapping variables are varied.
We note that the trend in Fig. 5.4(c) contrasts with some of the results of the
adiabatic model systems studied in previous sections. We had previously con-
cluded in the adiabatic systems that unobserved dofs could be treated very close
to the classical limit, with very large tuning parameters, without sacrificing a
significant amount of accuracy. In the current nonadiabatic model, however,
the mapping variables, which are unobserved dofs, cannot be treated as close to
the classical limit as we would like. This is most likely a reflection of the strong
coupling between the mapping variables and the nuclear dof as defined in the
MM-ST Hamiltonian. We must therefore conclude that the mapping variables
of a nonadiabatic system, even when not observed with operator Bˆ, must be
treated near the quantum limit for an accurate quantum mechanical description
of the dynamics. Despite having to make this sacrifice, though, it is clear that
MQC-IVR is capable of describing the dynamics accurately, and with reasonable
computational expense.
In Fig. 5.4(d) we fix the electronic tuning parameter near the quantum limit,
ce = 0.01, and vary the tuning parameter associated with the nuclear dof. These
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results are very similar to those seen in Fig. 5.4(b), where each dof is treated
with the same tuning parameter; it is clear again that MQC-IVR smoothly inter-
polates between the discrete peak structure of the quantum result and the broad
distribution of the classical Husimi-IVR result. And again we see in Table 5.4
that any increase in value of the nuclear tuning parameter results in computa-
tional savings.
cN Ntra j
0.05 9 × 108
0.1 6 × 108
0.5 4 × 108
1.0 1 × 108
10.0 7 × 107
100.0 2 × 107
Table 5.4: The approximate number of trajectories needed for graphical
convergence of the MQC-IVR results appearing in Fig. 5.4(d),
where the tuning parameter associated with the mapping vari-
able is fixed near the quantum limit, ce = 0.01, and the tuning
parameter associated with the nuclear dof is varied.
It is clear from Tab. 5.2, Tab. 5.3, and Tab. 5.4 that the largest extent of com-
putational savings comes from increasing the value of the tuning parameter
associated with the mapping variables. This trend should, however, be system-
dependent, i.e. depend upon the ratio of nuclear to electronic dofs. The current
model contains more mapping variables than nuclear dofs, and so the trend is
intuitive.
In Fig. 5.5 we plot the populations of each electronic state as a function of
time, as computed with MQC-IVR with different sets of tuning parameters.
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Figure 5.5: The populations of both electronic states, as computed with
MQC-IVR, are plotted as a function of time. Results in panel
(a) are obtained with varied cN = ce, panel (b) with ce = 0.01
and varied cN , and panel (c) with cN = 0.01 and varied ce. Each
color corresponds to a different value of the varied tuning pa-
rameter: 0.01 (red), 0.05 (purple), 0.1 (yellow), 0.5 (orange),
1.0 (green), 10.0 (blue), and 100.0 (pink). The Husimi-IVR re-
sult in panel (a) rests behind the pink curve associated with
cN = ce = 100.0. The exact quantum result (black) is directly
beneath the quantum limit MQC-IVR results.
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In Fig. 5.5(a), where each dof is treated with the same tuning parameter,
we see again that MQC-IVR smoothly interpolates between the quantum and
classical limits, and the long-time behavior of each result is quantitatively accu-
rate. The short-time behavior of the more classical MQC-IVR results, however,
is clearly inaccurate. We see that when cN = ce is increased to 0.5 and higher, the
particle initially occupies both electronic states, which is inconsistent with our
definition of the initial state of the system. We can determine the origin of the
inconsistency by looking at different sets of tuning parameters.
The MQC-IVR results of Fig. 5.5(b) are obtained by fixing the tuning param-
eter associated with the mapping variables near the quantum limit, and varying
the tuning parameter of the nuclear dof. In this case, the short-time behavior of
each result is consistent with the definition of the initial state of the system: unit
population of one electronic state, and zero population in the other. Further-
more, the long-time limit of the MQC-IVR results in Fig. 5.5(b) are all quantita-
tively accurate, even when the nuclear dof is treated close to the classical limit.
The biggest discrepancy between these results, though fairly subtle, exist when
the particle traverses the interaction region around t = 100 to t = 600. Here, the
classical limit offers an underestimation of the population of the initially occu-
pied state, and an overestimation of the population of the initially unoccupied
state.
The MQC-IVR results of Fig. 5.5(c) are obtained by fixing the tuning param-
eter associated with the nuclear dof near the quantum limit, and varying the
tuning parameter associated with the mapping variables. Here we see the same
short-time inconsistencies in the classical limit results as observed in Fig. 5.5(a).
Given this, and given the accurate short-time results of Fig. 5.5(b), we can con-
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clude that inconsistencies in the initial electronic state populations arise when
the mapping variables are treated closer to the classical limit. This conclusion
supplements the conclusion drawn from Fig. 5.4; that treating the mapping vari-
ables near the quantum limit is required for an accurate description of the prob-
lem.
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CHAPTER 6
THE SC CORR-CODE PACKAGE
6.1 Introduction
The SC Corr-Code Package [160] is an open source FORTRAN-based program
that computes the real-time correlation function under a variety of SC-IVR ap-
proximations for both adiabatic and nonadiabatic model systems. In this chap-
ter we offer an overview of the program and explain how it can be modified,
but detailed documentation is provided elsewhere [160]. The main purpose of
the program is to provide base-line code for implementing SC-IVRs on general
complex chemical systems with analytical forces; but the code itself and the
available model systems are simple enough for beginners to understand and
learn from.
The available SC-IVRs are DHK-IVR (within the DF implementation),
CAB (t) =
1
(2pi)2N
∫
dz0
∫
dz′0 〈z0|Aˆ|z′0〉 〈z′t |Bˆ|zt〉 ei[S t(z0)−S t(z
′
0)]Ct
(
z0;γ0
)
C∗t
(
z′0;γ0
)
,
(6.1)
Husimi-IVR,
CAB (t) =
1
(2pi)N
∫
dz0 〈z0|Aˆ|z0〉 〈zt|Bˆ|zt〉 , (6.2)
LSC-IVR,
CAB (t) =
1
(2pi)N
∫
dz0 AW
(
z0
)
BW
(
zt
)
(6.3)
(see Eq. 1.63 for the Wigner transform ΩW
(
z0
)
of a general operator Ωˆ), MQC-
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IVR,
CAB (t) =
1
(2pi)2N
∫
dz0
∫
dz′0 〈z0|Aˆ|z′0〉 〈z′t |Bˆ|zt〉 ei[S t(z0)−S t(z
′
0)]DDFt
(
z0, z
′
0;γ0, c
)
e−
1
2∆
Tc∆,
(6.4)
FB MQC-IVR,
CAB (t) =
1
(2pi)2N
∫
dz0
∫
dz′t 〈z0|Aˆ|z′0〉 〈z′t |Bˆ|zt〉 ei[S t(z0)+S −t(z
′
t)]DFBt
(
z0, z
′
t ;γ0, c
)
e−
1
2∆
T
t c∆t ,
(6.5)
and AMQC-IVR,
CAB (t) =
1
(2pi)N+F
∫
dz0
∫
dz′1 . . .
∫
dz′F 〈z0|Aˆ|z′1 . . . z′FzF+1 . . . zN〉 Bz′tzt
×Ct
(
z0
)
C∗t
(
z′1, . . . , z
′
F , zF+1, . . . , zN
)
ei[S t(z0)−S t(z
′
1,...,z
′
F ,zF+1,...,zN)]
×Λt (z0, z′1, . . . , z′F) . (6.6)
Three adiabatic model systems are available. The 1D harmonic oscillator,
Hˆ =
1
2m
pˆ2 +
1
2
mω2 xˆ2, (6.7)
with a default frequency ω =
√
2; a 1D anharmonic oscillator,
Hˆ =
1
2m
pˆ2 +
1
2
mω2 xˆ2 − cx3 + cx4, (6.8)
with default parameters ω =
√
2 and c = 0.1; and a 2D system of coupled oscil-
lators,
Hˆ =
1
2m1
pˆ12 +
1
2m2
pˆ22 +
1
2
m1ω21 xˆ
2
1 − cx31 + cx41 +
1
2
m2ω22x
2
2 + kx1x2, (6.9)
with default parameters ω1 =
√
2, c = 0.1, ω2 = 13 , and k = 1.0. Each of the
aforementioned default parameters are hard-coded into the program, but are
easily changed, as will be described below. The mass of each dof, the coherent
state width parameters, and the tuning parameters (if necessary) are specified in
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the input file, as will be described below as well. The initial state of each dof in
each model system is a coherent state, whose centers are specified in the input
file.
One nonadiabatic model system with two electronic states and one nuclear
dof is provided as well. The elements of the diabatic electronic potential energy
matrix for this model are given by
V11 (R) =V1 (1 + tanh [aR]) , (6.10)
V22 (R) =V2 (1 − tanh [aR]) , (6.11)
V12 (R) =ge−b(R+ f )
2
. (6.12)
All system parameters for this model are specified in the input file. The initial
state of the nuclear dof is a coherent state, and the mapping variables are initial-
ized with a single excitation in state 1 and a ground state configuration in state
2. The program also uses the MInt algorithm of Chapter 5 to evolve trajectories
and their associated monodromy matrix.
6.2 Generating and Running a Simulation
In the parent directory there is an input file named theory.in whose contents
resembles what follows.
Degrees of freedom ( ...
1
Level of theory ( ...
2
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Implementation ( ...
1
Type of observable ( ...
1
Model Potentials ( ...
2
List the diagonal ...
1.0
List the coherent state and ...
1.0 0.0 1.414 1.414 10.0 10.0
Timestep, number of timesteps, ...
0.05 1400 1e-5
Number of trajectories
120000
Within this file the user specifies the system dimensionality, the SC-IVR method-
ology, the model system, the implementation, the observable Bˆ (default options
are position and momentum operators), and other general system/convergence
parameters such as the mass, time grid, number of trajectories, etc. After speci-
fying each of these details, running the command sh execute.sh in the par-
ent directory will then generate a new directory named EXPERIMENT, in which
is the specified program. Note that the command sh execute.sh will over-
write an existing EXPERIMENT directory, so care should be taken to rename
the EXPERIMENT directory with the command mv EXPERIMENT new name.
Within the EXPERIMENT directory, the command make will compile the pro-
gram, and the subsequent command ./dyn.x will start the simulation. The
script named jobrun.sh can be used for parallelized jobs, but see the docu-
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mentation [160] for more details.
In order to generate a program that simulates a system outside of the default
options, we recommend that the user first uses the default options to gener-
ate an EXPERIMENT directory, and subsequently edit the appropriate .f90 files
within that directory (such as the potential.f90 file to edit the potential en-
ergy function, the supply.f90 file to edit the coherent state matrix element of
operator Bˆ, the MonteCarlo.f90 file to edit the sampling routine, and etc.).
We strongly suggest that the user does not edit or move any file or directory
outside of a given EXPERIMENT directory. Please visit the documentation man-
ual [160] for a detailed description of the contents of a general EXPERIMENT
directory, and for helpful tutorials as well.
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CHAPTER 7
ONGOING PROJECTS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
7.1 Nonadiabatic Energy Transfer at Metal Surfaces
Computational approaches to elucidating complex chemistry at metal sur-
faces can potentially be an effective avenue for screening new and useful ma-
terials, or the design and optimization of effective new catalysts. The high di-
mensionality of such systems, however, prohibits an exact quantum mechanical
treatment, and the necessity of an accurate description of quantum effects (for
example, the inclusion of vibrational quanta and/or the breakdown of the BO
approximation) renders classical MD an unviable approach. Leading computa-
tional models therefore rely on a set of assumptions to reduce the dimensional-
ity of the problem, such as neglecting the motion of surface atoms, restricting
the region of adsorbate dynamics, considering the motion of a select-few im-
portant reactant dofs, and simplifying the complexity of nonadiabatic effects (if
applicable) [8]. In this section we summarize ongoing work in applying SC-
IVR methodologies to a well-studied example of nonadiabatic chemistry at a
metal surface: the multi-quantum transfer of vibrational energy from NO into
electronic excitations on an Au(111) surface during a collision [8, 161–167].
A number of promising theoretical treatments of the problem have been
developed over the past few decades. Of those, MD with electronic frictions
[168, 169] and independent electron surface hopping [170–172] have done well
in reproducing certain experimental results, but have also been shown to fail
in, for example, predicting certain vibrational state-to-state branching ratios [8].
It is therefore clear that a consistent and efficient theoretical approach to prob-
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lems in surface chemistry is still wanting. And given the dynamical consistency
of SC-IVR methods, and the ability of SC-IVR methods to include an accurate
description of virtually all quantum effects in both adiabatic and nonadiabatic
systems, SC-IVRs are an appealing, yet un-tested, approach to these problems.
7.1.1 The Model
The model we use is that of Fuemmeler [173], which we briefly summarize here.
Three terms are used in the ground-state Hamiltonian of the NO/Au(111) sys-
tem:
H = HNewns + HNO + Hnuc. (7.1)
The first term in Eq. 7.1 is a Newns Hamiltonian [174] describing the effective
orbital energy of the incoming NO molecule, the second term includes the full
potential energy surface of a free NO molecule, and the third term describes
nuclear repulsions between the NO molecule and the metal surface. The model
contains two nuclear dofs: the NO bond length R and the metal-molecule dis-
tance Z. The ground state energy and wavefunction are obtained by diagonal-
izing the total Hamiltonian on a grid of the two nuclear coordinates. Subse-
quently, a clever use of the Schmidt decomposition [175] is used to construct
two localized diabatic electronic states and their coupling [173]:
V11 (R,Z) =D1 f1 (R)2 + g1 (Z) , (7.2)
V22 (R,Z) =D2 f2 (R)2 + g2 (Z) − c(R,Z), (7.3)
V12 (R,Z) =b(R,Z), (7.4)
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with
fi (R) =
(
1 − e−Ai(R−Rei)
)
, (7.5)
gi (Z) =
αi
Z
e−βiZ, (7.6)
c(R,Z) =
1
4 (∆ (R,Z) − γ2)
(
1 − e−2(∆(R,Z)−γ2)
)
ζ2 − δ2 (7.7)
∆ (R,Z) =η1Z + η2 (Z + R) , (7.8)
b(R,Z) =αce−βcZ−γcR + δc, (7.9)
∀ i ∈ [1, 2]. Numerical parameters for each state and their coupling are provided
in Table C.1 in Appendix C.
7.1.2 Numerical Tests
Here we consider classical limit versions of the SC-IVR time-correlation func-
tion, in tandem with the MM-ST Hamiltonian and the MInt algorithm, with
which to test on this model: LSC-IVR and Husimi-IVR. In each case, we initial-
ize the R-coordinate of the NO molecule in a particular vibrational eigenstate
n within its ground-state electronic configuration. For the free NO molecule,
these vibrational eigenstates are those of the Morse potential:
〈R|n〉 =2λ−n− 12 √A1e−λe−A1(R−Re1) (λe−A1(R−Re1))λ−n− 12√
(2λ − 2n − 1) Γ (n + 1)
Γ (2λ − n) L
2λ−2n−1
n
(
2λe−A1(R−Re1)
)
, (7.10)
with dimensionless parameter λ given by
λ =
√
2µD1
A1~
= 48.03, (7.11)
Γ (x) is the gamma function of x, and Lαn (x) is the nth associated Laguerre polyno-
mial in x. The translational coordinate Z is initialized in a coherent state centered
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around the point (Zi, PZi),
〈Z|PZiZi〉 =
(
γZ
pi
) 1
4
e−
γz
2 (Z−Zi)2+iPZi(Z−Zi), (7.12)
with γZ = 4.4, Zi = 5.0, and PZi = −20.5 or PZi = −28.3 (so that the initial trans-
lation energy is approximately 0.1 eV or 0.2 eV, respectively). The total initial
wave function therefore is a product of Eq. 7.10 and Eq. 7.12 that completely
populates the ground electronic state,
Ψ0 (R,Z, x1, x2) = 〈R|n〉 〈Z|PZiZi〉 〈x1x2|1102〉 , (7.13)
with (x1, p1) and (x2, p2) being the mapping variables associated with ground
and first excited electronic states, respectively. We take operator Aˆ to be a pro-
jector of the initial state,
Aˆ = |n, PZiZi, 1102〉 〈n, PZiZi, 1102| . (7.14)
When using LSC-IVR, initial conditions for the nuclear dofs are sampled di-
rectly from the Wigner transform of Aˆ. The Wigner transform of the Morse
eigenstate projector is evaluated by quadrature, and an analytical form of the
Wigner transform of the coherent state projector is known to be
PCS (Z0, PZ0) ∝ e−γZZ20− 1γZ P2Z0 . (7.15)
When using Husimi-IVR, the Husimi transform of the Morse eigenstate pro-
jector is evaluated by expanding the Morse eigenstates in a truncated basis of
harmonic oscillator states; sixty terms were more than sufficient in each case.
The reliability of the classical trajectories in this model (with respect to con-
servation of energy and symplecticity) is very sensitive to sampling of the map-
ping variables’ initial conditions. We have found, however, that the dynamics
are stabilized when the mapping variables are sampled from a distribution that
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constrains the initial population estimators of the ground and first excited states,
P j = 12
(
x2j + p
2
j − 1
)
∀ j ∈ [1, 2], to one and zero, respectively. Therefore the initial
conditions of the mapping variables are sampled from
Ω1(x10, p10) =P1 (x10, p10) δ
(
x210 + p
2
10 − 3
)
, (7.16)
Ω2(x20, p20) =P2 (x20, p20) δ
(
x220 + p
2
20 − 1
)
, (7.17)
whereP1 (x10, p10) is the Wigner (or Husimi) transform of |11〉 〈11| andP2 (x20, p20)
is the Wigner (or Husimi) transform of |02〉 〈02|. We also take Bˆ = Rˆ to compute
the expectation value of the NO bond length, Bˆ = Zˆ to compute the average
NO-metal distance, and Bˆ = |n〉 〈n| to compute the survival probability of the
initial vibrational state, and Bˆ = |1 j0k〉 〈1 j0k| to compute the population of the jth
electronic state, each as a function of time.
In Fig. 7.1 we plot 〈Rˆ〉t, 〈Zˆ〉t, the survival probability of the initial vibrational
eigenstate PS (t), and the electronic state populations Pe (t) as a function of time
with three different initial vibrational states (n = 0, n = 3, and n = 15) and with
an initial translational energy of 0.1 eV. Fig. 7.2 plots the same quantities as in
Fig. 7.1 but with an initial translational energy of 0.2 eV.
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Figure 7.1: The LSC-IVR results of the (a) survival amplitude of the initial
vibrational eigenstate, (b) the average NO bond length, (c) the
average NO-metal distance, and (d) the electronic state popu-
lations. Each color corresponds to a different initial vibrational
eigenstate: n = 0 (black), n = 3 (red), and n = 15 (blue).
Each vibrational survival probability in Fig. 7.1(a) and Fig. 7.2(a) quickly falls
from unity at very short times, which suggests that LSC-IVR is not correctly
capturing the quantum mechanical vibrational state of the NO molecule. Given
that the NO molecule is prepared in an eigenstate of the vibrational Hamiltonian
in the ground electronic state, and given that, in the ground electronic state, the
translational coordinate Z is separated from the vibrational coordinate R, one
would expect PS (t) to be equal to unity until the molecule nears the interaction
region, rather than fall from unity as quickly as it does in the case of LSC-IVR.
A comparison of the expectation value of the NO bond length in Fig. 7.1(b)
and Fig. 7.2(b) with the exact quantum results of Fuemmeler [173] also sug-
gests that LSC-IVR is not correctly capturing the vibrational structure of the
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NO molecule, which should oscillate around the equilibrium bond length of its
initial eigenstate, then stretch in the interaction region, and return to its equilib-
rium bond length after the collision [173].
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Figure 7.2: The LSC-IVR results of the (a) survival amplitude of the initial
vibrational eigenstate, (b) the average NO bond length, (c) the
average NO-metal distance, and (d) the electronic state popu-
lations. Each color corresponds to a different initial vibrational
eigenstate: n = 0 (black), n = 3 (red), and n = 15 (blue).
The LSC-IVR results for the expectation value of the translational coordinate
in Fig. 7.1(c) and Fig. 7.2(c), however, appear to be physically reasonable, and
qualitatively similar to the exact quantum results of Fuemmeler [173]. Note that
the minimum distances of the 〈Zˆ〉t results (around t = 4000) associated with
the highest initial vibrational state in Fig. 7.1(c) and Fig. 7.2(c) are smaller than
those associated with the lower initial vibrational states. This feature is seen in
the exact quantum results [173], and, since the coupling between the two elec-
tronic states is stronger as molecule is closer to the metal surface, it likely agrees
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with the experimental observation that more initial vibrational quanta stored
in the NO molecule coincides with a higher probability of electronic excitation.
This is further supported by the electronic state populations of Fig. 7.1(d) and
Fig. 7.2(d), in which a larger transfer of state population is observed with more
initial vibrational quanta. However, the results in Fig. 7.1(d) and Fig. 7.2(d)
are not in quantitative agreement with the exact quantum results [173], which
shows a larger transfer of population when the NO molecule is initially pre-
pared in the n = 15 vibrational state.
The above analysis is now repeated with Husimi-IVR, the results of which
are plotted in Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.3: The Husimi-IVR results of the (a) survival amplitude of the
initial vibrational eigenstate, (b) the average NO bond length,
(c) the average NO-metal distance, and (d) the electronic state
populations. Each color corresponds to a different initial vibra-
tional eigenstate: n = 0 (black), n = 3 (red), and n = 15 (blue).
The Husimi-IVR and LSC-IVR results appear to be qualitatively similar in
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each case, save that the initial drop in vibrational survival probability contained
in the Husimi-IVR results is less drastic than that in the LSC-IVR results. As
in the case of LSC-IVR, we see from the 〈Zˆ〉t results that an NO molecule that
is prepared in the largest initial vibrational eigenstate gives rise to further pen-
etration into the metal surface during the collision and, consequently, a larger
transfer of electronic state population. The Husimi-IVR results for 〈Rˆ〉t and the
electronic state populations are not, however, in quantitative agreement with
the exact results [173].
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Figure 7.4: The Husimi-IVR results of the (a) survival amplitude of the
initial vibrational eigenstate, (b) the average NO bond length,
(c) the average NO-metal distance, and (d) the electronic state
populations. Each color corresponds to a different initial vibra-
tional eigenstate: n = 0 (black), n = 3 (red), and n = 15 (blue).
We can conclude from this analysis that classical limit SC-IVR time-
correlation functions are not sufficient for an accurate description of the dy-
namics in this model. It is therefore likely that the phase information of other
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SC-IVR methods, such as MQC-IVR and AMQC-IVR, could give rise to more
accurate results, particularly those associated with NO vibrations. And since
LSC-IVR and Husimi-IVR produce reasonable results for the expectation value
of the NO-metal distance, it may be sufficient to treat the Z-coordinate in the
classical limit when using MQC-IVR and AMQC-IVR.
As for other the future directions of this project, we first note that the cur-
rent model is not sufficient to reproduce experimental results, regardless of the
applicability of exact quantum methods. There currently does not exist a mech-
anism in this model by which the NO molecule can dissipate vibrational energy
into the metal surface; i.e. the current model is that of an elastic collision. There-
fore, one feasible avenue to make the model more sophisticated is to include a
dissipative bath of oscillators close to the metal surface, one with a spectral den-
sity that mimics the band structure of the gold surface. Given that SC-IVR meth-
ods are exact for the harmonic oscillator, and given the success of AMQC-IVR
(and likely MQC-IVR) in describing the dynamics of the system-bath models of
Chapter 4, MQC-IVR-based methods may prove particularly useful in such a
system.
7.2 Zero-Point Energy Leakage in MQC-IVR Methods
As mentioned in the introduction, zero-point energy leakage can be a signif-
icant problem when simulating vibrational motion with classical MD, or with
classical limit SC-IVRs such as LSC-IVR [16]. Given that the classical limit of
MQC-IVR-based methods, i.e. Husimi-IVR, is a similar methodology to that of
LSC-IVR, and given that Bucholz et al. [83] have verified that the quantum limit
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of MQC-IVR based-methods, i.e. DHK-IVR, does not exhibit zero-point energy
leakage, it is worth examining the extent to which MQC-IVR and AMQC-IVR
conserve zero-point energy when different dofs of a multidimensional system
are quantized to different extents. In this section we summarize the ongoing
work to address this problem.
7.2.1 The Model
We consider a 2D system of weakly coupled harmonic oscillators [83], the
Hamiltonian of which is given by
H =
2∑
j=1
{
1
2
p2j +
1
2
ω2jq
2
j
}
+ c (q1 − q2)3 , (7.18)
with ω1 = 0.01, ω2 = 0.005, and c = 10−8. Each oscillator is initialized in its
ground state, and operator Aˆ is taken to be a projector of the initial state,
Aˆ = |0102〉 〈0102| . (7.19)
The extent of zero-point energy leakage associated with the jth dof is quantified
by,
δE jt = 1 − 〈E j〉t/〈E j〉0, (7.20)
with energy expectation value 〈E j〉t given by
〈E j〉t = 12〈p
2
j〉t +
1
2
ω j〈q2j〉t, (7.21)
∀ j ∈ [1, 2]. When using MQC-IVR with tuning parameters c j j ≤ 0.01, initial
conditions of the jth dof are sampled from the following distribution,
ρ1
(
p0 j, q0 j, p′0 j, q
′
0 j
)
= N1
∣∣∣〈p0 jq0 j|0 j〉 〈0 j|p′0 jq′0 j〉∣∣∣ , (7.22)
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and when using tuning parameters c j j > 0.01, initial conditions of the jth dof are
sampled from a correlated distribution of mean (x¯ = 12 (x + x
′)) and difference
(∆x = x′ − x) variables,
ρ2
(
p0 j, q0 j, p′0 j, q
′
0 j
)
= N2
∣∣∣〈p¯0 jq¯0 j|0 j〉∣∣∣ e− c j j2 ∆2q0 j− c j j2 ∆2p0 j . (7.23)
When using AMQC-IVR the initial conditions of the quantum dof are sampled
from Eq. 7.22, and the initial conditions of the classical dof are sampled from the
Husimi distribution of the ground state projector,
ρ3
(
p0 j, q0 j
)
= N3
∣∣∣〈p0 jq0 j|0 j〉∣∣∣2 . (7.24)
The set of constants {Nk} ∀ k ∈ [1, 3] are for normalization. The coherent state
matrix elements of Bˆ = xˆ2 and Bˆ = pˆ2 are given by
〈p′jq′j|xˆ2j |p jq j〉 =
1
2γ j
[
1 +
1
2γ j
D2j+
]
〈p′jq′j|p jq j〉 , (7.25)
〈p′jq′j| pˆ2j |p jq j〉 =
γ j
2
[
1 − 1
2γ j
D2j−
]
〈p′jq′j|p jq j〉 , (7.26)
withD j = γ jq j + ip j andD j± = D j ±
(
D′j
)∗
. We also take γ j = ω j ∀ j.
7.2.2 Numerical Tests
Fig. 7.5 plots δE jt for each oscillator as computed with MQC-IVR and AMQC-
IVR, and with different combinations of quantized dofs. As expected of MQC-
IVR with very small tuning parameters, we see in Fig. 7.5 that the energy of
each mode does not drift over time. This agrees very well with the DHK-IVR
results reported by Bucholz et al. [83] Also as expected, since Husimi-IVR is a
similar level of SC theory to that of LSC-IVR, we see in Fig. 7.5 that the Husimi-
IVR results drastically drift away from the true value over time. Furthermore,
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since Husimi-IVR is the classical limit of MQC-IVR, we see that the MQC-IVR
results with large tuning parameters in Fig. 7.5(a) agree well with the Husimi-
IVR results for each mode.
The dashed curves in Fig. 7.5(b) and Fig. 7.5(c) correspond to the treatment
of each oscillator in a different limit. In the former case the limit is determined
numerically with very small and very large tuning parameters of MQC-IVR,
and in the latter case we treat each oscillator in the extreme quantum or classical
limit with AMQC-IVR. As expected, these methods yield similar results. The
interesting feature of Fig. 7.5(b) and Fig. 7.5(c) is, however, that, in each of the
four simulations, the energy of the quantized oscillator does not increasingly
drift away from its true value. There is a slight deviation from the true value,
which approaches a maximum around t = 10000 − 12000, but, in each case, the
deviation approaches zero again at later times. Moreover, it also interesting to
note that, in each of the four simulations, the oscillator that is treated in the
classical limit exhibits energy drifting that is even more drastic than the drifting
seen in the Husimi-IVR results.
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Figure 7.5: The extent of energy drift δE jt as a function of time in the high
frequency mode (black) and the low frequency mode (red).
Each panel contains MQC-IVR results with small tuning pa-
rameters chigh = clow = 10−5 (solid, thick) and Husimi-IVR re-
sults (solid, thin). Panel (a) also contains MQC-IVR results
with large tuning parameters chigh = clow = 105 (dashed). Panel
(b) also contains MQC-IVR results with a quantized low fre-
quency mode clow = 10−5 and a classical high frequency mode
chigh = 105 (long, dashed), as well as the reverse (short, dashed).
Panel (c) contains the AMQC-IVR result after quantizing only
low frequency mode (long, dashed), and after only quantizing
the high frequency mode (short, dashed).
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This analysis appears to suggest that quantized dofs in MQC-IVR and
AMQC-IVR do not exhibit significant zero-point energy leakage, even when the
quantized dof is coupled to a mode that is treated in the classical limit. How-
ever, there are several avenues of research to consider before this statement is
fully verified. The slight deviations in energy associated with the quantized
modes, as discussed in the previous paragraph, may be system-dependent. For
example, a more strongly coupled system could potentially give rise to a less
favorable result. It will also be worth considering longer time-scales in order
to determine whether the energies of the quantized modes are either oscillating
about the true value or, eventually, drifting away as they do in the classical limit.
As for other future considerations, in the case of MQC-IVR, it will be worth
determining the domain of tuning parameters at which point the energy begins
to drift unfavorably. Furthermore, a detailed convergence analysis should be
conducted in order to determine whether or not AMQC-IVR is more computa-
tionally efficient than MQC-IVR with an optimal choice of tuning parameters.
7.3 General Conclusions
In this dissertation we have shown that MFF can be used on the DHK-IVR
time-correlation function to derive some very powerful and efficient method-
ologies (namely MQC-IVR and AMQC-IVR) for the simulation of complex mul-
tidimensional chemical systems that exhibit strong nuclear quantum effects like
zero-point energy and interference. Each of these methods offer mode-specific
quantization in a dynamically uniform framework, and are readily extendable
to nonadiabatic systems. Furthermore, given that these methods exploit the DF
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implementation of propagating trajectory pairs, AMQC-IVR and MQC-IVR are
perhaps the most computationally efficient avenues for computing the SC-IVR
time-correlation function. We have also shown that these methods are most ef-
ficient when the classical subsystem is larger than the quantum subsystem, and
when the coupling between quantum and classical subsystems is weak. Finally,
we provided an overview of the SC Corr-Code Package, which offers a variety
of approximations to the SC-IVR time-correlation function, including the new
methodologies introduced in this dissertation. Now that these methods have
proved to be accurate and efficient in describing the dynamics of a number of
multidimensional model systems, they should prove very powerful in the study
of a variety of true molecular systems in future work.
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APPENDIX A
FB MQC-IVR PREFACTORS
A.1 Simplification of the FB MQC-IVR Prefactor
Here we simplify the FB MQC-IVR prefactor,
DFBt
(
p0,q0,p′t ,q′t ;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
=Ct (p0,q0,pt,qt;γ0,γt)C−t
(
p′t ,q′t ,p′0,q
′
0;γt,γ0
) det [KT + ic˜TJ] 12
det
[
KT
] 1
2
,
(A.1)
to an N × N determinant containing a combination of forward and backward
monodromy matrix elements. We first show that the denominator on the right-
hand side of Eq. A.1 is proportional to the product of forward and backward
HK-IVR prefactors. We begin by considering the following determinant,
det
[
KT
]
= det

− 12
(
M(b)pq − iγ0M(b)qq
)
− 12
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
)
− i2γ0 − 12 I
1
2
(
M(b)qq + iγ−10 M
(b)
pq
)
1
2
(
M(b)qp + γ−10 iM
(b)
pp
)
1
2 I − i2γ−10
i
2γt
1
2 I
1
2
(
M( f )pq − iγtM( f )qq
)
1
2
(
M( f )pp − iγtM( f )qp
)
− 12 I i2γ−1t − 12
(
M( f )qq + iγ−1t M
( f )
pq
)
− 12
(
M( f )qp + iγ−1t M
( f )
pp
)

, (A.2)
and proceed by adding a multiple of the second row (iγ0 from the left) to the first
row, add a multiple of the resulting first row ( i2γ
−1
0 from the left) to the second
row, then add a multiple of the fourth row (iγt from the left) to the third row,
and, finally, permute rows 2-3-4 to the order 4-2-3 to obtain
det
[
KT
]
= det

−M(b)pq + iγ0M(b)qq −M(b)pp + iγ0M(b)qp O O
− 12 I i2γ−1t − 12
(
M( f )qq + iγ−1t M
( f )
pq
)
− 12
(
M( f )qp + iγ−1t M
( f )
pp
)
O O 12 I − i2γ−10
O O M( f )pq − iγtM( f )qq M( f )pp − iγtM( f )qp

. (A.3)
We now make use of the following block matrix identity,
det
A BC D
 =

det [AD − BC] , [C,D] = 0
det [DA − CB] , [A,B] = 0.
(A.4)
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The determinant of KT then reduces to
det
[
KT
]
= det
−M
(b)
pq + iγ0M(b)qq −M(b)pp + iγ0M(b)qp
−12 I i2γ−1t
 det

1
2 I − i2γ−10
M( f )pq − iγtM( f )qq M( f )pp − iγtM( f )qp

= det [−I]Ct(p0,q0,pt,qt;γ0,γt)2C−t(p′t ,q′t ,p′0,q′0;γt,γ0)2. (A.5)
We therefore have
DFBt
(
p0,q0,p′t ,q
′
t ;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
= det [−I] 12 det
[
KT + ic˜TJ
] 1
2
. (A.6)
Now we simplify the remaining determinant on the right-hand side of Eq. A.6.
We have
det
[
KT + ic˜J
]
= det

−M(b)pq + iγ0M(b)qq −M(b)pp + iγ0M(b)qp O O
O O 12 I − i2γ−10
i
2γt + icq
1
2 I
1
2M
( f )
pq − ( i2γt + icq)M( f )qq 12M( f )pp − ( i2γt + icq)M( f )qp
−12 I i2γ−1t + icp −12M( f )qq − ( i2γ−1t + icp)M( f )pq − 12M( f )qp − ( i2γ−1t + icp)M( f )pp

= det
XM
(b) Y
Z −ZTM( f )

= det
 Y XM
(b)
−ZTM( f ) Z
 (A.7)
with
X =
iγ0 −IO O
 , (A.8)
Y =
O O1
2 I − i2γ−10
 , (A.9)
Z =

i
2γt + icq
1
2 I
−12 I i2γ−1t + icp
 . (A.10)
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Note that the sign of the determinant is unchanged in Eq. A.7 after swapping
columns since each block is of even dimensionality. We now use the following
identity for the determinant of a general block matrix,
det
A BC D
 = det [D] det [A − BD−1C] , (A.11)
assuming D is invertible. Applying Eq. A.11 to Eq. A.7 gives
det
[
KT + ic˜J
]
= det [Z] det
[
Y + XM(b)Z−1ZTM( f )
]
. (A.12)
Since Z is made of commuting diagonal blocks we can apply Eq. A.4 to obtain
the following,
det [Z] = det
[( i
2
γt + icq
) ( i
2
γ−1t + icp
)
+
1
4
I
]
= det
[
−1
2
[(
cq + γt
)
cp + cq
(
γ−1t + cp
)]]
= det
[
−1
2
G
]
. (A.13)
Consequently, the inverse of Z is given by
Z−1 =
−2
(
i
2γ
−1
t + icp
)
G−1 G−1
−G−1 −2
(
i
2γt + icq
)
G−1
 . (A.14)
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Now we build up and simplify the matrix products within the right-most deter-
minant on the right-hand side of Eq. A.12,
XM(b) =
−M
(b)
pq + iγ0M(b)qq −M(b)pp + iγ0M(b)qp
O O
 (A.15)
=
A˜ B˜O O
 (A.16)
XM(b)Z−1 =
−2A˜
(
i
2γ
−1
t + icp
)
G−1 − B˜G−1 A˜G−1 − 2B˜
(
i
2γt + icq
)
G−1
O O

=
−2A˜PG
−1 − B˜G−1 A˜G−1 − 2B˜QG−1
O O
 (A.17)
XMbZ−1ZT =

(
−2A˜PG−1 − B˜G−1
)
Q + 12 A˜G
−1 − B˜QG−1 A˜PG−1 + 12 B˜G−1 +
(
A˜G−1 − 2B˜QG−1
)
P
O O

=
R˜ S˜O O
 . (A.18)
We now have
det
[
Y + XM(b)Z−1ZTM( f )
]
= det
T˜11 T˜121
2 I − i2γ−10

= det
[
−1
2
(
iT˜11γ−10 + T˜12
)]
, (A.19)
where we have used Eq. A.4 and defined the following,
T˜11 = R˜M( f )qq + S˜M
( f )
pq (A.20)
T˜12 = R˜M( f )qp + S˜M
( f )
pp . (A.21)
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After noting the commutators
[
Q,G−1
]
=
[
P,G−1
]
= 0, and after recognizing that
PQG−1 = −14G−1 − 12 I, we have
iT˜11γ−10 + T˜12 =
[
A˜
(
G−1 + I
)
− 2B˜G−1Q
] (
M( f )qp + iM
( f )
qq γ
−1
0
)
+
[
B˜
(
G−1 + I
)
+ 2A˜G−1P
] (
M( f )qq + iM
( f )
pqγ
−1
0
)
=
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
) (
−γ−10
)
+2
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
)
G−1
(
1
2
γt + cq
) (
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
) (
−γ−10
)
−
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
) (
γ−10
)
−2
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (1
2
γ−1t + cp
)
G−1
(
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
) (
γ−10
)
. (A.22)
Substituting everything back into Eq. A.6 then gives our final expression for the
FB MQC-IVR prefactor,
DFBt
(
p0,q0,p′t ,q
′
t ;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
= det
[
1
2
γ−10 G
] 1
2
× det
[1
2
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
)
+
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (1
2
γt + cq
)
G−1
(
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
)
+
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (1
2
γ−1t + cp
)
G−1
(
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
)
+
1
2
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
) ] 12
. (A.23)
A.2 FB MQC-IVR with Reduced Dimensionality
Antipov et al. [78] have shown that the dimensionality of the FB MQC-IVR
integral can be reduced from 4N to 3N without significant loss of accuracy if
operator Bˆ is strictly a function of the position operator or strictly a function of
the momentum operator. If operator Bˆ is a function of the position operator,
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evaluating the limit in which γt → ∞ results in collapsing the coherent states at
time t to position states. To show this, take the γt dependence of the FB MQC-
IVR integrand and insert identity in the form of a complete set of position states,
DFBt 〈p′tq′t |Bˆ (xˆ) |ptqt〉 =DFBt
∫
dx¯ 〈p′tq′t |x¯〉 B (x¯) 〈x¯|ptqt〉
=DFBt
(
det [γt]
piN
) 1
2
∫
dx¯e−
1
2 (x¯−q′t)
T
γt(x¯−q′t)−ip′t(x¯−q′t)B (x¯) e−
1
2 (x¯−qt)Tγt(x¯−qt)+ipt(x¯−qt).
(A.24)
We now use an identity of the δ-function,
δ(x) = lim
α→∞
(
α
2pi
) 1
2
e−
α
2 x
2
, (A.25)
to evaluate Eq. A.24 in the limit that γt → ∞,
lim
γt→∞
DFBt 〈p′tq′t |Bˆ (xˆ) |ptqt〉 =2Npi
N
2
 lim
γt→∞
DFBt
det [γt]
1
2
 ∫ dx¯δ (x¯ − q′t) δ (x¯ − qt) e−ip′t(x¯−q′t)+ipt(x¯−qt)B (x¯)
=2Npi
N
2
 lim
γt→∞
DFBt
det [γt]
1
2
 δ (q′t − qt) eipt(q′t−qt)B (q′t)
=2Npi
N
2 D¯FBt δ
(
q′t − qt
)
eipt(q
′
t−qt)B
(
q′t
)
. (A.26)
We now have
D¯FBt = lim
γt→∞
DFBt
det [γt]
1
2
= lim
γt→∞
det
[
1
2
γ−10 Gγ
−1
t
] 1
2
× det
[1
2
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
)
+
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (1
2
γt + cq
)
G−1
(
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
)
+
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (1
2
γ−1t + cp
)
G−1
(
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
)
+
1
2
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
) ] 12
. (A.27)
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Using the following identities,
lim
γt→∞
Gγ−1t MG
−1M′ =O (A.28)
lim
γt→∞
Gγ−1t MM
′ =cpMM′ (A.29)
lim
γt→∞
Gγ−1t MγtG
−1M′ =cpMc−1p M
′ (A.30)
lim
γt→∞
Gγ−1t McqG
−1M′ =O (A.31)
lim
γt→∞
Gγ−1t Mγ
−1
t G
−1M′ =O (A.32)
lim
γt→∞
Gγ−1t McpG
−1M′ =O, (A.33)
where M and M′ are arbitrary N × N complex matrices, the limit reduces to
D¯FBt = det
[
1
4
γ−10
] 1
2
det
[
cp
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
)
+cp
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
)
+cp
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
)
c−1p
(
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
) ] 12
. (A.34)
After substituting Eq. B.6 into Eq. A.26, then substituting Eq. A.26 into FB MQC-
IVR and after evaluating the integral over q′t we get FB MQC-IVR in the γt → ∞
limit,
C¯FBAB(t) =
1(
2pi
3
2
)N ∫ dp0 ∫ dq0 ∫ dp′t 〈p0q0|Aˆ|p′0q′0〉 B(qt)
×D¯FBt
(
p0,q0,p′t ;γ0, cp
)
ei[S t(p0,q0)+S −t(p
′
t ,qt)]e−
1
2∆
T
pt cp∆pt . (A.35)
The double phase space average of FB MQC-IVR is now reduced from 4N to
3N in Eq. A.35, potentially easing the computational demand; since the forward
and backward trajectories now share their final and initial coordinates, respec-
tively, one would expect more phase cancellation as compared to Eq. 2.18.
A similar result can be derive when Bˆ is strictly a function of the momentum
operator, pˆ. Begin by taking the γt-dependent terms of the integrand in Eq. 2.18
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and insert a complete set of momentum states in the coherent state matrix ele-
ment of operator Bˆ,
DFBt 〈p′tq′t |B (pˆ) |ptqt〉 =DFBt
∫
dp¯ 〈p′tq′t |p¯〉 B (p¯) 〈p¯|ptqt〉
=DFBt
(
det [γt]−1
piN
) 1
2
∫
dp¯e−
1
2 (p¯−p′t)
T
γ−1t (p¯−p′t)+ip′tq′tB (p¯) e−
1
2 (p¯−pt)γ−1t (p¯−pt)−iptqt .
(A.36)
Then use Eq. 4.3 to evaluate Eq. A.36 in the limit that γt → 0,
lim
γt→0
DFBt 〈p′tq′t |Bˆ (xˆ) |ptqt〉 =2Npi
N
2
 lim
γt→0
DFBt
det [γt]−
1
2
 ∫ dp¯δ (p¯ − p′t) δ (p¯ − pt) eip′tq′t−iptqtB (p¯)
=2Npi
N
2
 lim
γt→∞
DFBt
det [γt]−
1
2
 δ (p′t − pt) eip′tq′t−iptqtB (p′t)
=2Npi
N
2 D˜FBt δ
(
p′t − pt
)
eip
′
tq′t−iptqtB
(
q′t
)
. (A.37)
The limit of the remaining prefactor is given by,
D˜FBt = lim
γt→0
DFBt det [γt]
1
2
= lim
γt→0
det
[
1
2
γ−10 Gγt
] 1
2
× det
[1
2
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
)
+
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (1
2
γt + cq
)
G−1
(
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
)
+
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (1
2
γ−1t + cp
)
G−1
(
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
)
+
1
2
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
) ] 12
. (A.38)
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Using the following identities,
lim
γt→0
GγtMG−1M′ =O (A.39)
lim
γt→0
GγtMM′ =cqMM′ (A.40)
lim
γt→0
GγtMγ−1t G
−1M′ =cqMc−1q M
′ (A.41)
lim
γt→0
GγtMcqG−1M′ =O (A.42)
lim
γt→0
GγtMγtG−1M′ =O (A.43)
lim
γt→0
GγtMcpG−1M′ =O, (A.44)
the limit reduces to
D˜FBt = det
[
1
4
γ−10
] 1
2
det
[
cq
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
) (
M( f )qq − iM( f )qpγ0
)
+cq
(
M(b)pp − iγ0M(b)qp
) (
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
)
+cq
(
γ0M(b)qq + iM
(b)
pq
)
c−1q
(
M( f )ppγ0 + iM
( f )
pq
) ] 12
. (A.45)
After substituting Eq. A.45 into Eq. A.37, substituting Eq. A.37 into FB MQC-
IVR, and after evaluating the integral over p′t we have
C˜FBAB(t) =
1(
2pi
3
2
)N ∫ dp0 ∫ dq0 ∫ dq′t 〈p0q0|Aˆ|p′0q′0〉 B (pt)
× eipt∆qt D˜FBt
(
p0,q0,q′t ;γ0, cq
)
ei[S t(p0,q0)+S −t(pt ,q
′
t )]e−
1
2∆
T
qt cq∆qt , (A.46)
which, like Eq. A.35, involves more phase cancellation than FB MQC-IVR and a
phase space integral of smaller dimensionality.
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APPENDIX B
SIMPLIFICATION OF THE MQC-IVR PREFACTOR
Here we simplify the MQC-IVR prefactor,
DDFt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
=Ct (p0,q0,pt,qt;γ0,γt)C
∗
t
(
p′0,q
′
0,p
′
t ,q
′
t ;γ0,γt
)
×
det
[
KT + ic˜TJ
] 1
2
det
[
KT
] 1
2
, (B.1)
to an N × N determinant containing a combination of forward and backward
monodromy matrix elements. We first show that the denominator on the right-
hand side of Eq. B.1 is proportional to the product of HK prefactors. We begin
with
det
[
KT
]
= det

i
2γ0 − 12 I − i2γ0 − 12 I
1
2 I
i
2γ
−1
0
1
2 I − i2γ−10
1
2
(
M′pq + iγtM′qq
)
1
2
(
M′pp + iγtM′qp
)
1
2
(
Mpq − iγtMqq
)
1
2
(
Mpp − iγtMqp
)
− 12
(
M′qq − iγ−1t M′pq
)
− 12
(
M′qp − iγ−1t M′pp
)
− 12
(
Mqq + iγ−1t Mpq
)
− 12
(
Mqp + iγ−1t Mpp
)

. (B.2)
Now we add a multiple of the second row (iγ0) to the first row, add a multiple
of the third row (iγ−1t from the left) to the fourth, then permute rows 2 − 3 − 4 to
the order 4 − 2 − 3 to get
det
[
KT
]
= det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
iγ0 −I O O
−
(
M′qq − iγ−1t M′pq
)
−
(
M′qp − iγ−1t M′pp
)
O O
1
2 I
i
2γ
−1
0
1
2 I − i2γ−10
1
2
(
M′pq + iγtM′qq
)
1
2
(
M′pp + iγtM′qp
)
1
2
(
Mpq − iγtMqq
)
1
2
(
Mpp − iγtMqp
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (B.3)
After noting the following block matrix identity,
det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
A O
C D
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = det [A] det [D] , (B.4)
we have
det
[
KT
]
= det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
iγ0 −I
−
(
M′qq − iγ−1t M′pq
)
−
(
M′qp − iγ−1t M′pp
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
2 I − i2γ−10
1
2
(
Mpq − iγtMqq
)
1
2
(
Mpp − iγtMqp
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (B.5)
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Using Eq. A.4 on each term on the right-hand side of Eq. B.5 gives
det
[
KT
]
= det
[
−iM′qpγ0 − γ−1t M′ppγ0 −M′qq + iγ−1t M′pq
]
× det
[
1
4
Mpp − i4γtMqp +
i
4
Mpqγ−10 +
1
4
γtMqqγ−10
]
= det [−I]C2t (p0,q0,pt,qt;γ0,γt)C∗2t (p′0,q′0,p′t ,q′t ;γ0,γt), (B.6)
resulting in the following,
DDFt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
= det [−I] 12 det
[
KT + ic˜TJ
] 1
2
. (B.7)
Now we proceed to simplify the remaining determinant on the right-hand side
of Eq. B.24,
det
[
KT + ic˜J
]
= det

i
2γ0 + icq − 12 I −
(
i
2γ0 + icq
)
− 12 I
1
2 I
i
2γ
−1
0 + icp
1
2 I −
(
i
2γ
−1
0 + icp
)
1
2
(
M′pq + iγtM′qq
)
1
2
(
M′pp + iγtM′qp
)
1
2
(
Mpq − iγtMqq
)
1
2
(
Mpp − iγtMqp
)
− 12
(
M′qq − iγ−1t M′pq
)
− 12
(
M′qp − iγ−1t M′pp
)
− 12
(
Mqq + iγ−1t Mpq
)
− 12
(
Mqp + iγ−1t Mpp
)

. (B.8)
First add a multiple of the third row (−iγ−1t from the left) to the fourth row, then
add a multiple of the new fourth row (− i2γt from the left) to the third row and
obtain
det
[
KT + ic˜J
]
= det
 Z −Z
T
XM′ YM

= det
−Z
T Z
YM XM′
 , (B.9)
with
X =

i
2γt
1
2 I
O O
 , (B.10)
Y =
O O−I −iγ−1t
 , (B.11)
Z =

i
2γ0 + icq −12 I
1
2 I
i
2γ
−1
0 + icp
 . (B.12)
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We now use the following block matrix identity,
det
A BC D
 = det [A] det [D − CA−1B] , (B.13)
assuming A is invertible, so that Eq. B.9 becomes
det
[
KT + ic˜J
]
= det
[
−ZT
]
det
[
XM′ + YM
(
ZT
)−1
Z
]
= det [Z] det
[
X + YM
(
ZT
)−1
Z
(
M′
)−1] . (B.14)
On the right-hand side of Eq. B.14 we have multiplied by unity in the form of
det
[
(M′)−1
]
= 1, and removed the leading minus sign since Z is of even dimen-
sionality. The blocks of matrix ZT are diagonal so the determinant and inverse
of ZT are easily found,
det [Z] = det
[
−1
2
{
cq
(
γ−10 + cp
)
+
(
γ0 + cq
)
cp
}]
= det
[
−1
2
G
]
, (B.15)
(
ZT
)−1
=
−2
(
i
2γ
−1
0 + icp
)
G−1 G−1
−G−1 −2
(
i
2γ0 + icq
)
G−1
 . (B.16)
Now expand the matrix products on the right-hand side of Eq. B.14,
YM =
 O O−Γ −iΞ
 (B.17)
(
ZT
)−1
Z =
 G
−1 + I 2PG−1
−2QG−1 G−1 + I
 (B.18)
YM
(
ZT
)−1
Z =
 O O−Γ (G−1 + I) + 2iΞQG−1 −iΞ (G−1 + I) − 2ΓPG−1
 , (B.19)
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with Γ =
(
Mqq + iγ−1t Mpq
)
, Ξ =
(
γ−1t Mpp − iMqp
)
, Q =
(
i
2γ0 + icq
)
, and P =(
i
2γ
−1
0 + icp
)
. Using Eq. 2.27 we then have
YM
(
ZT
)−1
ZMb =
 O OT21 T22
 , (B.20)
with
T12 =
[
−Γ
(
G−1 + I
)
+ 2iΞQG−1
]
M(b)qq +
[
−iΞ (G + I) − 2ΓPG−1
]
M(b)pq , (B.21)
T22 =
[
−Γ
(
G−1 + I
)
+ 2iΞQG−1
]
M(b)qp +
[
−iΞ (G + I) − 2ΓPG−1
]
M(b)pp. (B.22)
We now have
det
[
KT + ic˜J
]
= det
[
−1
2
G
]
det

i
2γt
1
2 I
T21 T22

= det
[
−1
2
G
]
det
[
i
2
T22γt − 12T21
]
. (B.23)
Substituting Eq. B.23 back into Eq. B.24 gives the final expression for the general
MQC-IVR prefactor,
DDFt
(
p0,q0,p′0,q
′
0;γ0,γt, cp, cq
)
= det
[
1
2
Gγ−1t
] 1
2
× det
[1
2
(
γtMqq + iMpq
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M(b)qq − iM(b)qpγt
)
(
Mpp − iγtMqp
) (1
2
γ0 + cq
)
G−1
(
M(b)qq − iM(b)qpγt
)
(
γtMqq + iMpq
) (1
2
γ−10 + cp
)
G−1
(
M(b)ppγt + iM
(b)
pq
)
1
2
(
Mpp − iγtMqp
) (
G−1 + I
) (
M(b)ppγt + iM
(b)
pq
) ] 12
. (B.24)
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APPENDIX C
NUMERICAL PARAMETERS FOR NO/AU SYSTEM
α1 1.5847 Eh · a0
α2 2.36982 Eh · a0
αc 0.1837 Eh
β1 0.684374 a−10
β2 1.07367 a−10
βc 0.23573 a−10
γ2 0.283317 a0
γc 0.0858976 a−10
δ2 0.245288 Eh
δc −0.00179693 Eh
2 1.24999 a−10
ζ2 1.8897 Eh · a0
D1 0.225005 Eh
D2 0.188997 Eh
A1 1.69337 a−10
A2 1.27003 a−10
Re1 2.17507 a0
Re2 2.40203 a0
η1 1 − 3/6.5 Dimensionless
η2 1 − 3.5/6.5 Dimensionless
Table C.1: Numerical parameters for NO/Au system.
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